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INTRODUCTION 
A generally accepted business axiom is that, in 
the long run, and in the majority of cases, a business or-
ganization either will advance in size and sales, or recede, 
but will seldom remain constant. This is recognized as both 
a statement of fact derived from observation, and as a spur 
to expansion, the alternative being a contraction which car-
ries with it a reduction in profit, or even operation at a 
loss. 
Thus, as time passes, and the economy of the coun-
try and the world expands, the successful business organi-
zations continue to grow larger. 
Along with the expansion of a business goes spe-
cialization in the various sectors of business management. 
This is forced upon management because sheer volume increase 
means that one man no longer has enough time to handle all 
the aspects of business operations that he previously could 
fit into his work schedule. Although specialization may be 
involuntary, it nevertheless brings with it the advantage, 
not possessed by smaller firms, of broader and deeper know-
ledge of each of the subjects formerly handled by one per-
son. 
A specialized phase of management which has emerged 
later than some other phases is that of insurance management, 
also referred to &s risk management. 
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The results of a survey made by the Nationa l In-
dustrial Conference Board in 1956* indicate that 60% of the 
companies contacted had either a full time insurance manager 
or a separate insurance department. Thi s compares with only 
40% having these facilities in 1948, according to a survey 
made at that time by the Board. The reasons given by parti-
cipating companies fo~ the change in their approach to the 
problem of managing risks within their organizations are: 
(1) the necessity for technical competence and training in 
insurance, (2) the economies of mass purchasing, (3) the de-
sire for co-ordinated risk analysis to avoid gaps and over-
laps in coverage, (4) administrative and other advantages to 
be gained from consolidated coverages for different locations 
and for different kinds of risks. 
Since there does appear to be a trend toward bring-
ing the handling of matters pertaining to corporate risks and 
insurance together into one department, a purpose may be 
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ser ved in reviewing and analyzing the objectives and opera-
tions of such a department to make clearer what may be required 
of its function and of the man or men who perform the fun ction. 
The purpose of this paper is to present such a review and 
analysis. 
*4, p.ll 
Since risk (insurance) management is one of the 
newer phases of business management, very little has been 
published in the way of textbooks and other formal educa-
tional material. Therefore, the sources of material for 
this paper have been t he published data from organizations 
serving industry such as the National Industrial Conference 
Board referred to earl ier, the Americ an Society of Manage-
ment, and t he American Management Association; texts on 
s pecific insurance coverages; personal experience; and in-
formation obtained from insurance industry publications 
and from individuals both in the insurance business and in 
general industry. 
5 
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Chapter I 
RISK MANAGEMENT PURPOSE, IMPORTANCE, AN D STRUCTURE 
The functi on of corporate risk management is to pro-
t ect the corporate financial position and its ability to ope-
rate profitably by analyzing the corporation's operations, iden-
tifying the various risks of accidental loss to which it is 
exposed, insuring, self-insuring or assuming these risks, and 
acting to eliminate and reduce the risks. 
It may be well, at this point, to establish that the 
term "risk of accidental loss" does not include the type of 
risks commonly referred to as "business risks". 
A business risk is one which the corpora tion volun-
tarily assumes as part of a business venture with t he expec-
tation of profit if the venture is successful. As an ex2rnple, 
the corporation may put a new product on the market. In doing 
so, it runs such risks as a shift of customer demand, faulty 
workmanship in the product, or breakdown in marketing proce-
dure. 
A risk of accidental loss, on the other hand, can 
not turn a profit, but can only cause a loss. Everyday 
examples are the risks of fire, lightning, explosion, and li-
ability to third parties. 
There are some risks which would a ppear to be busi-
ness risks, but which are the concern of risk management. 
Such a risk is that of non-receipt of accounts 
receivable. At one time, this risk was not considered in-
surable, but within recent years, risk management has found 
that credit insurance is readily available. 
Conversely, there are some risks of accidental 
loss against which risk management might wish to protect 
t he c rporation by the purchase of insurance, but for w~h 
insurance is not sold. Examples are flood and civil in-
surrect i on, and certain phases of nuclear exposures. 
Also, there are certain types of losses about 
-v1hich the question might be raised whether they are business 
losses or accidental hazard losses. Electric motor breakdo~ms 
are an example of this. If the motors are small and their 
breakdown does not affect operations, it is likely tha t the 
repair expense is fairly constant, and will be considered 
a maintenance expense, (a business loss). If it is a large, 
expensive motor, or if its breakdown would seriously affect 
operations, its loss and the loss to the~erations due to 
its breakdown are matters for the concern of t he risk mana -
ger. 
The importance· to the corporation of risk manage-
ment is equivalent to the importance of the sum total of 
the business itself, since the occurence of a major, unpro-
vided for loss can conceivably elimina te the company from 
business either b ecause of lack of f unds to replace the 
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destroyed asset, or because sales and customers lost dur i ng 
the period of re-building can not be recovered. 
In addition, its importance at t he present time 
is greater t~an it was, let us say, 20 years ago. High taxes, 
inflation, rising costs, ~w depreciation allowances, and 
increa sed capital investment make it more imperative that 
there be quic kly available funds to rebuild and to replace 
lost income. Mergers, creation of subsidiary corporations , 
increased volume of business, greater complexity, rapidly 
changing business, economic, and politica l situations, locally, 
nationally, and world-wide, are constantly creating new 
exposures, as are the emergence of entirely new sources 
of energy, such as nuclear energy. Increasing business 
competition means lost markets if a shut-down occurs. New 
products, high jury awards and increasing social responsi-
bility to employees, the public, and customers mean in-
creasing exposure to liability cla i ms. 
And, if the area with which risk management is 
concerned is becoming more i mportant to the corporation, 
then it follows that the manner in which the risk mana~ement . 
function is performed is also becoming more important, 
both in terms of t he reliability of protection obta ined 
and the eff i ciency with which it is performed. 
The duties of risk management are carried out by 
both top management which bears the ultimate responsibility 
for its performance, and by the risk manager (also referred 
to as the insurance manager or insurance administrator). 
The administrator advises and recommends on policy matters 
to top management and administers the program decided upon 
by top management. Top management makes periodic surveys 
of the overall risk management operations and also decides 
on policy matters. 
There appears to be a difference of opinion on 
whether there should be a formal written statement of 
po]!y handed down by top management to establish a framework 
within which the insurance administrator shall carry out 
his duties. The proponents of a formal policy statement 
believe that the insurance administrator shoul:i initiate 
the policy by drawing up a report of all the factors neces-
sary for decisions on risk management policies and the top 
management should then make these decisions. They believe 
that the statement should deal with such matters as: the 
company's ability or willingness to assume risks or losses; 
the relative emphasis to be placed on transf er of risk as 
opposed to preventive loss control activities; and the levels 
of protection desired against various indeterminate hazards. 
They believe that the statement should be specific rather 
than general, an example of a specific statement being: 
"The corporation will assume the risk of fire and allied 
perils on (1) the contents of offices in public buildings 
when valued at less than $2,500.00, (2) inventories in 
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public warehouses when valued at less than $2,500.00, 
(3) inventories in suppliers' plants when valued at less 
than $2,500.00, (4) company-owned dwellings not situated 
within one city block of other company-owned dwellings. 
All other property shall be insured to not less than SO% 
of sound value" * 
They believe that a statement should not be 
general, such as: "It is a policy of this corporation that 
all exposures to hazards which may cause substantia l loss 
be insured in a commercia l insurance company; all other 
risks are to be assumed by the corporation" ** 
These proponents feel that a properly drawn 
forma l written statement has the advantages of stressing 
the general methods of a pproach to the insurance problems 
that arise, and of defining areas and limits of res ponsi-
bility of the a dministrator and his superior. 
On the other hand, others believe that a written 
policy statement may not be flexible enough, may limit 
the discretionary powers needed by the admini strator to 
fulf i ll his job and may remove the opportunity for day to 
da y contact with his superiors that an administrator may 
consider necessary for transmission of thoughts and know-
ledge concerning risk matters. 
* 2, p.S 
** 2, p.S 
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In addition to top management and the administra-
tor, some corporations form insurance committees usually 
composed of a top executive officer, a financia l and/or 
legal officer and the insurance manager. In some corpo-
rations, the committee may be purely advisory; in others 
it may determine policy; and in others it may supervise 
administrative matters. 
Regardless of the particular organizationa l 
setup and of the method of presentation of policy state-
ments, the initiative for po~y-making and the administra-
tion of the insurance program are the responsibility of the 
risk manager. 
The risk manager ordinarily has but one assis-
tant, usually a secretary, unless allied operations are also 
under the jurisdiction of the insurance department, in which 
case, more personnel is necessary. The largest corporations 
in which the insurance manager is responsible for many 
allied insurance activities, and which self-insure many 
of their major risks, have departments composed of as 
many as 35 people. 
On organizational charts, the insurance depart-
ment usually falls under the jurisdiction of the treasurer, 
as the one concerned with the conservation of the corpora-
tion's finances. Also, usually, there is direct communication 
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with the treasurer who is generally the top management 
official charged with responsibility for risk management, 
but occasionally, in the largest companies, there is an in-
termediary officer between the insurance manager and the 
top management officer. 
Also, in some companies, the organizational chart 
shows line of responsibility to one officer, but actual re-
sponsibility runs to another. It is considered important 
how the line of responsibility runs because of the stated 
necessity for unimpeded flow of questions, suggestions, and 
advice between the insurance manager and the top management 
official. 
It is interesting to note that some companies 
make the insurance mana ger responsible to an executive offi-
cer who is charged with the conservation of the physical 
assets of the corporation, usually the secretary, rather 
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than to the treasurer. The reason given is that with the 
insurance manager working for the secretary, his efforts at 
loss prevention are not down-graded by those in direct charge 
of the buildings and of production as just an attempt to "save 
a few pennies", as might be the case if he were connected with 
the finance section. 
Chapter II 
ANALYZING OPERATIONS AND IDENTI FYING RISKS 
Earlier in this paper, it was stated that the main 
purpose of the corporate risk function is to analyze the 
operations of the corporation, identify the various risks of 
accidental loss to which it is exposed, insure, self insure, 
or assume these risks, and act to eliminate or reduce them. 
And, it was later stated that it is within the 
risk manager's jurisdiction to perform these functions. 
Therefore, it may be in order at this point to 
dwell at greater le~h upon each of these aspects of risk 
management and also to list and describe other main duties 
and responsibil ities of the insurance department. 
Analyzing the corporation's operations has as i t s 
purpose the isolation of the various risks to which it is 
exposed. Obviously, before risks can be nullified, the in-
surance manager must know what they are, and where they are. 
This is done by making a systema tic survey of all assets 
and all operations or conditions which could cause loss to 
the assets or cause production stoppage or which could give 
rise to claims by third parties and by employees. 
Insurance companies have available "risk survey" 
or "exposure survey" charts, an excerpt from which is shown 
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on the following page. As products of many years of expe-
rience, these charts are considered to be very valuable tools 
in the effort to uncover all risks because they provide a 
checklist which the insurance manager employs to reduce 
the possibility that an exposure will be overlooked. 
A physical inventory of all plants, machinery, 
and equipment and other assets owned, leased or in the cus-
tody of the company should be made. Detailed building spe-
cifications and plot plans showing the surroundings of pro-
perties are suggested as being necessary. 
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Every operation of the business - office, sales, 
production and distribution methods and all products and their 
components should be analyzed by an actual visit to the plant 
location and by the use of a flow chart of operations. 
Whi~ property inventory and appraisal may be performed by 
other departments of the corporation or by outside facilities, 
it is believed that an actual visit to the production loca-
tion by the risk manager is necessary in order for him to com-
prehend fully from training, experience, and contacts, the 
personnel and public liabi l ity hazards that are present. 
It is felt that these hazards, which are related to products, 
production processess, handling and distribution methods and 
plant and personnel safety policies cannot be fully evalu-
ated from the usual property records. It is also felt that 
the flow chart and analyses of operations should n~ end with 
Table I 
A PARTIAL LIST OF QUESTIONS APPEARI NG IN A RISK SURVEY 
FORM FOR LEASED PRE.lVIISES 
Premises occupied by: (our company and/or division) 
Street and Number; City and State 
Premises occupied as (1) Sales off ice, {2) Storage space 
Total Number of our employees 
Are Workmen's Compensation Notices posted 
Is there a supply of Work. Comp. and Auto Accid. forms on hand 
Are we responsible for operation, care, et~, of elevators, 
side tracks, boilers, machinery, conveyors, etc. 
Do you have any company-owned cars undr your supervision 
Do you hire any vehicles 
15 
Is watchman service provided •••• Is there a burglar alarm system 
Is t here a fire alarm installed 
Is there any pa int spraying, storage of gases etc. on the prem. 
~mat is the maximum value and where are the following stored: 
cash, securities, warehouse receipts, cer t. checks 
Is there a safe on the premises 
How is cash transport ed 
Submit inventory of property 
Source: Lovell, Enid B.: Company Insurance Administration. 
New York; National Industrial Conference Board, Inc. 
1956; page 102 
distr i bution of t he product, but should continue to cover 
t he business office, auditing and control procedures, plant 
and office security measures, company banking practis es, 
and contractual relations with all those with whom the com-
pany does business. 
An example of a cont r actual <relation which should 
be investigated is a lease. Leases ma y include assumptions 
of liability considerably beyond t hose required under 
common l aw, such as liability for payment of rent even though 
t he premises are unfit for tenancy, liabi l ity f or repairs 
not caused by the negligence of the lessee, liabi l ity for 
general ma intenance and liability which nor.mally belongs 
with the lessor. 
One insurance manager* picturesquely states t hat 
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risk analysis demands "eyes and ears, a substantial imagination, 
and plenty of shoe leather . " Believing that "no insurance 
manager ever learned what his risks were, sitting behind his 
desk", he continues, "talk production techniques with your 
operating people, distribution problems with your s a les 
force, product development with your research people, pro-
ducts liability with your technical ser vicemen, new con-
struction plans with your engineers, hold-harmless clauses 
and contracts with your purcha sing people. Put your eyes and 
*11, p.J 
ears to work, and if you use up enough shoe leather, you 
will find out what new risks are being created, and, I hope, 
what old risks are being removed." 
As a result of his analysis, the risk manager can 
estimate the possibility that, and the degree to which, 
his buildings, building equipment and stock of goods in 
the buildings can be damaged or destroyed by fire, light-
ning, windstorm, hail, explosion, riot, civil commotion, 
aircraft, vehicles, smoke, sprinkler leakage, earthquake, 
flood, high water, overflow of water, vandalism, malicious 
mischief, fall of trees, acts of war and other perils. 
The equipment and stock of goods are also exposed 
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to perils involved in transportation ~uch as damage in hanling, 
sinking, overturning, dropping, collision, and theft. His 
vehicles, ai:rplanes and vessels are subject to the building 
losses plus theft, collision and overturning. His equip-
ment and stock of goods are a lso subject to theft as are 
business records, cash, negotiable instruments, securities, 
and valuable papers which are also subject to the btirrding 
perils. His production can be stopped by the loss to buil-
dings, equipment, stock, and records above mentioned, and 
also by mechanical failure of equipment providing such 
essentials as refrigeration, de-humidification, heat, 
power; and also by the cessation of production by a key 
supplier. His company may have to pay thousands of dollars 
to an employee according to state law because of a work 
connected injury or to a customer or supplier or a member 
of the general public as a result of suit because of injury 
arising out of the premises, the product, an automebile, 
an aircraft, a vessel or contractual relationship . The 
corporation's employees are faced with the high cost of 
medical treatment and the problem of caring for dependents 
after the decease of the wage earner. 
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Chapter III 
QUESTION OF SELF-INSURANCE AND ASSUMPTION OF LOSSES 
Referring once again to the statement of the risk 
management function, up to this point, the operations have 
been analyzed, and the risks have been identified. The 
next task is to decide how the risks should be nullified; 
whether by buying insurance, by self insuring, or by assum-
ing the risks. As a practical matter, insurance is bought 
to protect the corporation and then investigation made to 
decide whether the risks would be more efficiently covered 
by self insurance or assumption. Loss prevention and reduc-
tion are usually car ried on concurrently with both commercial 
insurance and self insurance, and efforts in this direction 
may be successful enough to encourage the corporation to 
drop insurance and self insure or assume any risk which may 
be felt to remain. 
So, with the corporation protect ed in the mean-
..,vhile, the question with which risk management concerns 
itself is: which risks can be most efficiently obviated 
by buying insurance and which by self insurance or assump-
tion? 
Buying insurance is the standard and usual way 
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to protect against loss, and any decision to replace insurance 
by self insurance must be based on a definite advantage or 
advantages to be gained by so doing. Possible advantages 
of self insurance might b~:"less expensive", or "a better 
job of protection". "Less Expensive" refers to the possible 
saving in premium cost, as would be possible where the 
corporation's loss experience is considerably lower than 
that of the industry as a whole, but where either state 
laws or insurance company decision will not permit a reduct-
ion from the manual rate either by means of retrospective 
rating or by a lowering of the unit rate. 
"Less expensive" also refers to the apparent fact 
that when there is self insurance, there may also be gr.eater 
emphasis by top management on loss prevention, thus bring-
ing the actual cost down. 
Also, a corporation might find it less expensive 
to self insure if it has s afety, investigation, adjustment, 
and legal services at least equal to those of the insur-
ance company, because the cost of these services is in the 
rate structure and the premium even if the services are not 
being utilized. In addition, the self insurer would not 
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have to pay the part of the insurance company premium rep-
resenting the charge for acquisition, premium taxes, and other 
levies on insurance companies. 
"A better job of protection" refers to the corpo-
rations which feel that personal handling of claims by 
employees, customers, and the public is to be preferred over 
handling by an impersonal third party, the insurance company. 
Assuming, however, that a corporation could see 
that there would be one ~- more advantages to be gained 
by self insuring, it could not safely decide to drop com-
mercial insurance to self insure until it had carefully 
eva luated the important requirements that it must meet to 
protect its financial position while endeavoring to realize 
its anticipated dollar s avings and increased efficiency. 
In a manner of speaking, when a corporation self 
insures, it becomes an insurance company as far as the 
risks being contemolated are concer ned. Ther efore, to be 
successful, it must have the same forces working for it 
as the insurance company would have, namely: e nough units 
to permit the operation of the law of large numbers, ade-
quate spread of risk, suf ficient financia l resources to 
absorb the greatest possible loss, (or stated anoth er way , 
no possibility of a catastrophic loss), competent facilities 
for loss prevention and adjustment, and for necessary cleri-
cal work, and a management interested in and working at, 
loss prevention. 
The basic principle that an insurance company 
utilizes is the law of large numbers, a mathematical truth , 
which is that a certain event will occur, on the average, 
the same number of times in the futur e as it occurred in 
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the past, provided all conditions remain the same, and a 
large enough number of units is involved. Therefore, if 
the insurance company insures enough similar units, and 
conditions remain the s ame, its past experience in losses 
tells it its future experience in losses. Also in this 
connection, the number of individual risk units needed to 
create certainty of future experience or near cer tainty, 
varies inversely with the frequency of loss occurrence. 
Thus, if the chance of loss is one in one hundred, many 
more units are needed to get the probable av er age than if 
the chance of loss were twenty in one hundred. 
~~at this means to the insurance manager is that 
the exposure under contemplation for self insurance must 
be of many similar units and tha t if the loss frequency 
is low, more years of experience would be needed to judge 
correctly the expected experience than i f the loss frequency 
is high . As an exampl e of the latter statement, many more 
years of fire loss experience with fifty buildings is nec-
essary to obtain a credible average loss than with col li-
sion loss of fifty automobiles because the loss frequency 
of t he f ormer is much less than that of the latter. Another 
way of stating this is to say that the proportion of losses 
more clos ely a pproaches the underlying probability of loss 
as the number of insured units incr eases. The conv erse 
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view of this law is that "a low past loss ratio is not 
significant to small corporations. It can be disastrous to 
assume that it will continue in the future".* 
The sound insurance company has adequate spread 
of risk; that is to say, the insured units of various cus-
tomers are separated from each other so that fire, for in-
stance, will not spread from one to the other. In a like 
manner, the corporate property under consideration for 
self insurance should a lso be separated so that the peril 
will not spread from one to the other. 
The sound insurance company also has suff "cient 
cash resour ces to absorb the largest possible single loss 
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and increases the ratio of cash resources to largest possible 
single loss by re-insuring some or all of its risks. Si-
milarly, t he risk manager must receive from top management 
a statement as to the loss limit which the corporation 
will be able a nd willing to absorb, and must be sur e t hat 
the largest possible single loss is below this figure, or, 
if not below this limi t, he may "re-insure" by buying 
excess insurance over the top absorbable limit. 
The insurance company has a staff skilled in loss 
prevention and rehabilitation (in the case of Workmen's 
Compens~tion Insurance) and a management intensely interested 
*20, p.lS 
in its successful operation. This staff and management 
team is constantly working to bring and keep losses down. 
If the corporation doesn't have the initiative and the 
facilities to accomplish results at least as favorable as 
those which the insurance company would have accomplished, 
it may well find that the increase in losses will make the 
self insurance program more costly than the purchase of 
insurance would have been. 
If the risk manager, having reviewed the require-
ments ~or self insurance mentioned above, concludes that 
these requirements have been met, he must, before deciding 
to recommend self insurance, consider additional matters, 
one of which is the effect of taxes. Insurance premiums, 
(except for those for life insurance on an employee or 
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other when the corporation is the beneficiary}, are generally 
deductible whereas amounts charged off to a self insurance 
fund are not generally deductible. On the other hand, 
losses not covered by insurance are also generally deduc-
tible. With the Federal corporation tax at 52%, then without 
considering state taxes, insurance premiums actually cost the 
corporation about one half the cash outlay, whereas equiva-
lent amounts written off to a reserve cost 100% of the write-
off. 
As indicated above, however, losses not covered 
by insurance are also deductible and thus would cost the 
corporation only one half the actual loss, but, the amount 
deductible is the book value, not the insurable va lue. 
As an example, assume that a 50% tax rate remained 
the same for a period of . l5 years, and that $1,000,000.00 
was the premium cost to cover, for that period of time, 
property which had an insurable value .of $1,000,000.00 and 
a book va lue of $600,000.00. If insurance had been purchased 
and the property had been destroyed at the end of the fif-
teen years, $1,000,000.00 would be available to rebuild, 
and the actual cost would have been $1,000,000.00 less 
$500,000.00. If the same company had self insured, it also 
would have available from its ca sh recources $1,000,000.00 
to rebuild, but it could deduct only the book value, (the 
$600,000.00), making an a ctual cost -of $1,000,000.00 less 
$300,000.00 or $700,000.00, which is $200,000.00 more than 
if it had insured commercial l y. This example would lead 
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one to say that the greater the excess of insurable value 
over book value of property, the better the experience of the 
be 
corporation will have toj t o make self insurance profitable. 
The insurance manager should also consider the 
question of whether the funds suppos ed to be ava ilable under 
a self insurance program actually will be available at the 
time of loss. Balance sheet reserves are not always ade-
quate since the assets which the reserve is supposed to 
represent may be tied up in accounts receivable, inven-
tory or real and/or personal property, ·and thus not avail-
able for expendit ure to replace the loss. He may decide 
that it is necessary to transfer cash or marketable securi-
ties to a special "untouchable" account to be sure of their 
existence at the time of loss, and this account should, 
as indicated earlier, be equa l to the maximum single loss 
possible. This amount may be transferred all at one time 
or in stated amounts with correspondingly decreasing amounts 
of insurance purchased to provide the necessary protection 
a t all times. 
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To the establishment of such an account is raised 
the objection that the funds may be needed to provide working 
capital for the business. Therefore, the cash position of 
a corporation has a definite bearing on whether self insurance 
is desirable for it. And there may be times when a previous-
ly set up self insurance fund may be dissolved and commercial 
insurance bought; such a time being when additional funds 
are needed in the operation of the business and are not 
available from i nc ome or other reserves. 
In addition to setting up the fund origina lly, 
it is also necessary to add to it regularly out of income, 
similar to the payment of premium for commercial insurance, 
so that the fund which would be reduced by "loss payments" 
could be kept at the necessary level. 
If a corporation neither insures commercia l l y, 
nor self insures by setting up a funded reserve, it is said 
to be "assuming" the risk. It can either be assuming the 
risk because of lack of knowledge of its existence, or 
because, after analyzing the risks, it decided that assum-
ing the risk is a logical answer to its existence. In-
tentional assuming may be done becase of the highly fluid 
ca sh position of the cor 8oration, or because the losses, 
although perhaps many, will be small. Commercial insurance 
for this type of situation would result in paying,to the 
insurance company, the losses plus an amount for its costs. 
A corporation ma y also assume losses by acting 
as an insurance company to its customers; as for example, 
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when it bills customers for the cost of parcel post insurance, 
but does not buy insurance. It may also assume losses 
because the losses can be collected from another party, 
(for example, a common carrier), or because the premium 
money could provide more safety by being applied to plant 
protection, fire control methods, etc. 
In addition, a risk manager mayresume a business 
int erruption risk b ecause of the availability of other 
methods of production. For exam~le, Use and Occupancy 
risks may be assumed on a warehouse containig finished 
goods because of the availability of other warehouses. 
However, investigation may disclose tha t other methods of 
producti on are not available and thus that Use and Occupancy 
coverage should be obtained. As an example of the latter 
case, a risk manager determined that if the refrigeration 
system of a leased fruit juice processing plant broke dow~, 
there would be no refrigerator trucks available to transport 
the juice to another plant, and thus the juice would spoil. 
Because of the information thus determined, the risk manager 
purcha sed Use and Occupancy insurance. 
In addition to the preceding considerations 
which the insurance manager weighs in deter mining whether 
self insurance and assuming are advisable, there are other 
factors, not as fundamental, but nevertheless necessary in 
making this i mportant decision. These a r e set out below. 
The anticipated loss may be small and well within 
the capa city of the corporation to absorb, yet the purchase 
of insurance may be advisable in order to obtain the ser-
vices of the insurance company. Plate glass insurance is 
one example, and boiler insurance, elevator insurance, and 
fidelity bonds are others. In the case of plate glass in-
surance, the insurance co~pany's service is in providing 
immediate replacement of the glass. In the case of boiler 
insurance, elevator ins uranc e and fidelity bonds, the in-
surance company's service is inspection engineering. 
The handling of liability and workmen's compen-
sation claims by the corporation can be considered to be 
either an advantage or a disadvantage depending on the 
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circumstances and the corporation's attitude. Some in-
surance managers feel that if their corporation hand l es t he 
cla ims, the cla i ming party get s faster and more considerat e 
persona l service, thus building good will. On the other 
hand, other insurance managers prefer to ha ve a buffer 
between themselves and the claimant, as in the case of a 
dubious employee claim. 
The geographical dispersa l of the units under 
consideration for self insurance is i mportant fr om the point 
of view of efficient handling of losses. As an example, 
actuariall y, self insurance for workmen's compensation may 
be sound, but if the employees are at widely scattered 
plants, the personnel to handle administrative procedures 
under self insurance may be too expensive or not available. 
A f air l y common solution to this problem is arrived at 
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by self insuring the main plant employees and buying insuranc e 
for t he branch employees. 
A corporation loses the advice of brokers and 
agents when it self insures or, at least doesn't receive the 
whole-heart ed interest it would receive if the broker had 
tha t particula r line as well as some of the other s of t he 
corporation. 
The risk manager, after evaluating the pros and 
cons of self insurance, comes to a conclusion or conclusions 
about whether and where s elf insurance a~or risk assumption 
can serve the best interests of his corporation and makes 
recommendations to management ba sed on these conclus ions. 
The decision of top management concerning his r ecommenda -
tions determines whether or to what extent, self insurance 
or risk assumption is utilized. A fairly s afe statement to 
make is tha t if his corporation is one of the very l ar ge 
organi zations, self insurance will probably be used for a 
greater number of risks than if it is a small company. 
This i ·s particularly true if it is a c ompany 
having l a rge timber holdings or if it is engaged in opera-
tions involving more than average ha zards or hazards that 
cannot be easi l y controlled by ordinary fire and loss 
prevention means. Such operations would ca r r y with them 
high premium rates and the necessity for extens i ve and in-
tens i ve fire and loss control measures,and these two factors 
would encourage the corporation to self insure t he risk of 
loss of property except for cat astrophe losses which would 
be insured. Such a corporation might well be engag ed in 
rubber, oil, or chemical production. 
If the corporation is large, but not of t he 
largest, it is quite possible that its self insurance ac-
tivity will consist of self insuring its workmen's com-
pensation exposure in its main pl ant, using some deductible 
policies on other risks, and setting up reserves on select ed 
risks such as parcel post s hi pments, product liability, 
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equipment leased to customers, credit risks, machines on 
trial, loan, rental and in salesmen's hands, and auto 
collision damage. 
However, two thirds of the compani es surveyed by 
the National Industrial Conference Board in 1956* reported 
that they don't self insure any of their risks. This, then, 
indicates that in the majority of situatio~ the decision is 
to protect against risk of accidental loss by purchasing 
commercial insurance. 
*4, p. 35 
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Chapter IV 
DETERMINING INSURABLE VALUE OF BUILDINGS 
With the decision to buy commercial insurance 
having been m~de by top management, the risk manager then 
must determine the answer to the question: How much in-
surance should be purchased? 
This question can be rephrased to read: If we 
suffer a loss to the asset under consideration, what will 
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be the dollar value of the loss? In this connection, "assets" 
can be thought of as meaning: (1) tangible items of real 
and personal property, particularly buildings, equipment, 
and stock of goods, (2) cash, securities and income sub-
ject to theft losses and liabiltiy claims, and (3) produc-
tive capacity subject to business interruption losses. 
This, in turn, raises the question: How is the 
value to be determined? Earlier in this paper, it was 
stated that an integral part of a thorough analysis of 
risks to which the corporation is exposed, was the inven-
tory of assets. At the same time that the assets are in-
ventoried, it is considered advisable that they also be 
appraised in order to arrive at a value at which to be in-
sured. 
There are several methods available by which 
to dete r mine the insurable value of real property, but 
b efore discussing these methods, it might be well to es .-
tablish what is meant by "insurable value", (also known as 
"sound value", or "actual cash value"). One of the most 
common definitions is: The current replacement cost new 
minus appropriate allowances for physical depreci a tion 
and obsolescence and such uninsurable items as excavations, 
fo undations, and underground pipes. 
It is also possible, under certain conditions, 
to insure the real property for t he current replacement 
cost with no deduction for depreciation. This is sO.rne-
times known as "Repair and Replacenmt" insurance or " Dep-
reciation" insurance, and was first generally sold to its 
improved risk customers by the Factory Insurance Associa-
tion companies and the Factory Mutual companies. 
In either case, it is first necessary to dete r mine 
as accurately as pcssible, the current replacement cost 
less the value of underground pipes, etc. But in the case 
of determining sound or insurable value, the additional 
step of a r riving at the amount of depreciation is necessary. 
wbether the amount to be insured is "actual cash" 
or "replacement " value, it is definitely not, except as it 
might be a rare coincidence, in the same amount as the "tax", 
"market", "income-producing", or "book" value of the property. 
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The importance of determining the correct value 
lies in the fact that it is the basis for determining the 
premium and the amount of insurance recovery if loss occurs. 
If the value is too high, an excessive premium is paid, 
since, in the event of total loss, an amount smaller than 
the policy amount will be pa id. If the value is too low, 
full recovery will not be available in the case of total 
loss and also in the case of partial loss if there is a 
co-insurance requirement. 
Building repl a cement values can be arrived at in 
a number of ways, the cost to do so usually varying inversely 
with the accuracy of the results. The most accuate way 
is to inspect and inventory the buildings physica lly, as-
signing values based on prevailing cost and price quota-
tions to erect an identical structure. This work is some-
times done by the corporation's personnel if they have the 
knowledge and training to do so, as they perhaps would if the 
corporation were in the construction business itself; some-
times done as a service of the carrier or broker; and some-
times hired to be done by an independent appraisal company 
or engi neer ing firm or local contractor or builder. 
A second method is to apply one or more construc-
ti on cost indeces to the base value as determined by the 
original cost of construction and the date of construction. 
This estimate may be quite accurate if the selected index 
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is suitable for the structure, if local cost variations are 
taken into account and if the original cost figures were 
normal. However, if t he original building costs were 
inflated because of excessive overtime or acute material 
shortage, the estimate will not be too reliable. To over-
come this objection, one estimating service* states that it 
can arr ive at the reconstruction cost without using ori-
ginal costs as a base, by means of a plan involving complete 
structural measurements, material, degree of simplicity 
or ornateness of detail, location, age, and mumerous other 
factors. However, this method has a weakness, also, in 
that it is three to six months behind cur rent costs. 
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A problem to. be aware of when current replace-
ment cost is being determined by the us e of construction 
cost indices, is that raised by the alteration or signifi-
cant repair of the building. It is not possible to add the 
cost of repair and alterations to either the original c ost 
or the currently determined value and get an ac curate figure 
because what is looked for is the net replacement cost. 
So, a different set of indices has to be a pplied 
to the altered and repaired sections to arrive at the equi-
valent of a building built at a different time and with 
different materials, type of architecture and cost. 
*2, p.l6 
The general feeling seems to be that while ori-
ginal costs are probably the best available base for cal-
culating changes in value, the method becomes less satis-
factory as time goes by, and particularly so if there a re 
significant alterations or repairs. 
A third method, which is considered the least 
satisfactory and even by some insurance managers to produce 
a dangerous and misleading result, is to estimate insur-
able values from book values or tax values. If this method 
is followed, it should be carried out by someone who is 
thoroughly familiar with how book values relate to actual 
values and who is willing to take the time and trouble to 
make the proper adjustments of the fi gures. 
Because of the importance of correct value and the 
lack of confidence in the results obtained by the "index-
original cost" and "insur~ble from book value" plans, it is 
considered advisable to have a physical appraisal done at 
least about every five to ten years. 
Insurance companies will have an appraisal made 
under their direction if the c orporation agrees. For ex-
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ample, the Factory Mutual companies together have an engineering 
division which does a ppraisal work, (plus inspection, loss 
adjustment, fire protection and prevention work, etc.) for 
customers who provide a certain minimum premium volume. And 
this is done r egularly, ever y few years, dependent on 
circumstances, the cost for which is included in the re-
tention amount. 
The advantage in the insurance carrier doing the 
a ppraising is that it avoids any possible dis pute about the 
methods used and results arrived at, thus simplifying 
negotiation of coverage and loss settlement. However, 
two things to bear in mind when the insurance company 
does the a ppraising are: (1) the result should be checked 
in a general way by the insured against the opinions of its 
operating personnel and ag:i.nst other records of value to 
satisfy itself that the result obtained is substantially 
correct, and, (2) the carrier is not committed to its figures 
at the time of some future loss (because of changing con-
ditions) 
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After the total current replacement cost is determined, 
it is a simple matter to deduct the uninsurable items of 
cost of excavations, foundations, and underground pipes, 
and wires, etc. to arrive at the full replacement cost 
value including coverage for depreciation. 
But if the building is to be insured at "actual 
cash va lue", t here must be subtracted from t he current re-
pl a cement cost new, an nappropriate allmw.ce for phys ical 
depreciation and obsolescence", and, it is t his pr ovision 
particularly, that can be a cause for disagreement between 
the insurance manager and the loss department of the insurance 
company. 
Therefore, it is a dvisable for the insurance 
manager and the insurance company to agree before the loss 
occurs as to the amount of depreciation. This is important 
not only to the corporation, but to the risk manager personally, 
because the responsibi l ity is his alone to s atisfy his top 
management that losses are recovered in full accordance 
with the intention of the corporation. 
Here again, it is an a dvantage to have the insurance 
company, after its appraisal res ults in the determination 
of the current full replacement cost new, come up with a 
depreciation allowance also, because ifcit is accept able 
with the insurance manager, it paves the way for a swift, 
mutually agreed upon loss settlement. 
The amount of depreciation is intended to be 
equivalent to the a ctual physical deterioration caused by 
age and the general wear and tear of use. It is determined 
by the current condition of the property, not by age alone, 
nor by the amount that has been written off for tax or ac-
counting purposes. Generally speaking, if the building is 
still doing the work for which it was built, t here is a 
limit to the amount of depreciation that the insurance car-
rier will deduct from the repla cement cost, regardless of 
its age. 
An example of how depreciation may be figured 
for insurance purposes is: one and one half percent per year 
to a maximum of forty percent, leaving an actua l cash value 
at the end of approximately ·. t wenty seven years, and there-
after, equal to sixty per cent of the current replacement 
cost new a t tha t time. Other figures mentioned by insurance 
managers are: three quarters of one per cent to two percent, 
(depending on quality of construction, condition of repair, 
etc.) per year on a declin i ng balance method with a maxi-
mum of forty per cent or fifty per cent of the replacement 
cost new. 
If the insurance manager uses t ax depreciat ion 
rates, it is like l y that he wi~ over-depreciate the buil-
ding , particularly if repairs and alterations have been 
extensive, and the co-insurance clause will serve to render 
his payment, in the event of a par t or a full loss, well 
below the actua l cash or replacement value. 
The above references to met hods of determining 
value a pply to the great ma jority of cases, but it might 
be well to bear in mind that in certain instances, obso-
lescence can bring down the actual cash value of the buildings 
in a much more startling fashion than can depreciation. 
An example of this is the value of the bui l dings 
of brewer.Es and distilleries when the prohibition amendment 
was passed. 
Another point to bear in mind is t hat regardless 
of the method used by the insurance manager to determine 
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value, if he is unable to agree with the insurance company 
on a loss settlement and the dis pute goes through reference 
and arbitration to the courts, the court will determine the 
value through its own deliberations, and its result may bear 
no resemblance to the standard procedure usually involved. 
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Chapter V 
DETERMINING INS URABLE VALUE OF EQUIPMENT AND I NVENTORY 
The determination of insurable value of equipment 
is made in much the same fashion as that of buildings and 
many of the problems are the same. That is, replacement 
cost new can be determined by physical appraisal or by 
projecting from the original costs, (though not by such 
intricate procedures as cost indices), and by using book 
value as a base. However, if the basis for determining 
value is a record of some sort, there is the additional 
problem of the practice of charging off as many items as 
possible to expense because of income tax. It may be, 
then,that there is the possibility that the total value 
of equipment will not be insured because some of the units 
have not been identified as being insurable. 
If the insurance carrier provides an insurance 
appraisal service, part of the problem is solved, because 
an adept insurance appraiser can very easily accumulate 
valuation figures in a very short period of time. And 
between appraisals, changes can be made by reference to the 
changes appearing on the records of the corporation. 
However, if this service is not available or 
desired, the method used to solve the problem of the un-
accounted-for equipment depends on the philosophy of the 
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corporation. If it feels that the loss of the expensed 
items would not affect the operating position of the com-
pany, the insurance manager probably will assume the risk 
rather than go to the expense of obtaining and reporting 
the insurable values to the insurance company and then 
keeping the values up to date. In fact, it may go a step 
further and assume the risk on all movable equipment, 
(as opposed to fixed building equipment such as heating 
and ventilating equipment and heavy machinery such as 
multi-drill machines). 
If it feels that it wants the coverage on these 
not 
expensed items, but/the cost and bother to obtain and 
report values, the insurance manager may agree with the 
insurance company to carry them at a set, estimated figure. 
On the other hand, a corporation that prefers to 
have exact coverage and exact premium charges will require 
an appraisal to identify, locate, and place a value on all 
equipment. 
It will then number each item and set up a card 
file showing its description, location and value. Then, 
it would require that no piece of equipment be moved from 
any area unless a work order be issued by the maintenance 
department with copies to the insurance or accounting de-
partment, the department from which the equipment was 
moved, the depart ment to wrrch the equipment is moved, and 
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the plant protection department. vfuen a new piece of equip-
ment is added, the work order is also issued; similarly 
when one is junked or sold. The company would then make 
an annual inspection to verify its card record. By this 
procedure, the corporation would be relatively sure that 
values were up to date, and correct for reporting to the 
insurance company, (if a reporting policy), or for changing 
the limits, (if a non-reporting type.) 
The valuation of inventory presents a different 
and perhaps more difficult problem than the valuation of 
buildings and equipment because of its constantly fluc-
tuating value due both to changes in market price and to 
the continual addition of labor and overhead to the raw 
material cost, and because of the eas e with which t he 
stock can be moved from one building to another, thus 
making it a difficult job for the insurance manager to 
know where in the plant or plants his values are. As in the 
case of expensed equipment items, some corporations prefer 
to eliminate t he cost and bother of determining inventory 
values and keeping them up to date by assuming the risk 
or by insuring at a fixed amount, agreed upon with the 
carrier, usually based on the preceding six months' or 
year's average or highest value. This method is particu-
larly useful to corporations whose inventory values are 
f a irly stable and predictable. 
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But those companies whose inventory fluctuates 
to a great extent or who want to come closer to the ac-
tual value, may use perpetual inventory cards as a source 
of value. The cards are set up for each stock part and 
for each of several arbitrarily chosen departments or steps 
in the process of changing the many raw material parts into 
the one or more finished goods. These cards are brought 
up to date at the most recent physical inventory. As new 
raw material units are purchased, the raw material cards 
are debited. As these units are removed, the raw material 
cards are credited and the first of the department or work-
in-process-steps cards are debited, and, as work on the 
parts progresses in that department, percentages represent-
ing the labor and overhead increment are added so that when 
department or step number one has completed its work on the 
brought-together parts, its stock card shows the sum of the 
raw material units plus increments for labor and overhead. 
Wnen this unit leaves department or step number 
one, the card for tha t department is credited. This pro-
cedure continues for each of the steps in manufacture until, 
just prior to shipment to a customer, the card set up for the 
subject unit in the last depa rtment represents a total of 
all raw material parts plus all labor and overhead applied 
thereto, plus a factor for selling expenses and for profit, 
(assuming that the policy is a market value type). An 
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extremely simplified illustration of this is sho~~ on the 
following page. This type of perpetua l inventory system 
can be considered a s if each department or step were an 
independent processor, with inventory cards showing at all 
times what items a re in its possession and what average 
value has been added to these items by working on them. 
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Theoretically, then, at any time it should be 
possible to a pply the lower of cost or market price to these 
inventory cards and arrive at an insurable value of a ll of 
the purcha sed parts plus work-in-process plus finished goods 
on backlog and sold, but on hand. 
Howev er, such a systerrt involves a great amount of 
clerica l work which many companies would not consider j usti-
fiable if t he results were to be used only fo r insurance 
purposes, a l t hough it is possible that such a record might 
be part of a cost control s ystem which would have as a by-
product the basis for determining insurable values. 
To avoid t he clerical work involved in a perpetual 
inventory system, some companies avail t hems elves of t he book 
invent ory method to arrive at insurable values. The book in-
ventory method is brief ly mentioned and described in t he fol-
lowing paragraph. 
To the dolla r value of t he most recent physically 
proved inventory , t hey add the dollar value of purchases 
to date, and subtract the dollar value of the parts in the 
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Chart I 
PERPETUAL INVENTORY CARDS AS A SOURCE OF DETERMINING VALU E 
RAW MATERIAL CARDS WORK IN PROCESS CARDS FINISHED GOO~S CARDS 
,...-- ----- -
Part No. 1 
Cost $15 
-----~ - I 
Dep't. A Unsold 
Dep 't. C + 10% 
IN 
Part No. 1 + 10% I 
OUT IN OUT IN OUT 
7/20 1 7/8 6 7/8 1 17/8 1 7/9 A1 
7/9 1 , 7/9 1 7/11 A2 
7/11 1 7/11 1 7/14 A4 t 
7/10 ~ ! 7/10 1 7/13 A3 ' 
7/13 1 7/13 1 
T i! T 4 ! 
Bal. :l • $1 5 Bal.:l • ~ 16.50 , 
Part No. 2 
Cost $10 
I - - ---· ------' 
Dep't. B 
Dpt A + Pt 2 + 15% 
7/12 1 
7/14 1 
I 
I ~ 
Bal.:l • ~46.90 
Sold 
Uns old + 25% 1-·· ------
IN 
7/2 
OUT 
7/9 1 
7/11 1 
7/13 1 
7/14 1 
liN OUT I ~N 
I ' 
OUT 
5 
-5-
_Ba1 .. : 1 
T 
- $10 
Part No. 3 
Cost ~5 
IN OUT 
7/7 4 7/11 1 
7/13 1 
7/14 1 
4 T 
Ba1.:1 • $5 
'------ -
17/ 9 Al 7/11 81
1 ~/20 1 
•7/11 A2 7/13 82 
3 A3 7/14 B3 
14 M:_ 
4 --,-1 .. · 1_.__:~....:~J.Q..,_,~.5....L3 ___ , 
~---------------Dep't . C 
1 Dpt B + Pt 3 + 20% 
IN OUT 
7/11 Bl 7/12 Cl 
7/13 82 7/14 C2 
7/14 !?1 
3 2 
~al. :1 • $42.64 _j 
. -- --------
-r 
~al.: 1 ... '·5~.62 
INVENTORY 7/20 
Part No. 1 $15. 00 
Part No. 2 10.00 
Part No • 3 5 • 00 
nep't. A 16.50 
Dep't. B 30.51 
Dep't. C 42. 64 
Unsold F.G. 46.90 
Sold F.G. ~8.67 
Total ~2 5.19 
.. . ~ .. -- ~--:::= J!i. 
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finished goods which have been shipped to date. The drawbacks 
to this type of plan are that market price fluctuations tend 
to distort the result, the use of substitute products in some 
components or sub-assemblies tends to make the result inaccu-
rate, and it does not account for the labor and overhead which 
are present in part of the inventory. 
A third method of inventorying Sock is the so-called 
"gross profit method". The essence of this system is that the 
value of goods on hand at any time will be equal to the most 
recent physically proved inventory plus purchases and labor 
and overhead minus the factory cost portion of the goods that 
have been sold during the same period. 
An assumption is made regarding the gross profit per 
cent of sales for the period under consideration, based on pre-
vious operating statements. We will assume that gross profit 
is 20% of gross $les, thus leaving cost of goods sold as 80% 
of sales. Since sales are known, the dollar value of cost of 
goods sold is known also by applying the 80 per cent. Begin-
ning inventory, labor, overhead, and purchases are also known 
from accounting records and can be totalled. From this total 
is subtracted the cost of goods sold figure, the resulting 
balance being the approximate value of inventory on hand re-
flecting labor and overhead as well as beginning inventory 
and purchases. An example, with figures, is shown on the fol-
lowing page. 
Chart II 
GROSS PROFIT METHOD OF DETERMI NI NG I NVENTORY 
Sales Jan.l to date 
Inventory Dec. 31 
Purchases 
Labor 
Overhead 
Total 
Cost of Goods Sold (80% of Sales) 
Current Inventory 
$ 20,000.00 
150,000.00 
150,000.00 
100,000.00 
$~000.00 
$460,000.00 
450,000.00 
~ 10,000.00 
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To get accurate figures for each of a large com-
pany's producing units, in order to insure the inventory 
properly as it is di s tributed throughout the corporation, 
it would be necessary to have equivalent fi gures for each 
of the units. However, a blanket policy would mak e t his 
unnecessary. 
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Chapter VI 
DETERMI NING I NSURABLE VALUE OF OTHER EXPOSURES: USE AND 
OCCUPANCY, LIABILITY, THEFT, WORKMEN 'S COMPENSATION 
AND GROUP 
~~ile dealing with methods to value the bui ldings 
and contents themselves, it follows that one should consider 
also the value of the product ive capacity of the firm t hat 
would be lost while the destroyed and/or damaged asset s were 
being replaced or repaired. It has often been stated that 
the purpose of Use and Occupancy insurance is to do for the 
insured what it would have done for itself had there been no 
damage or destruction by t he covered peril. 
This statement leads to the question: What would 
t he productive and earning capa city ha ve otherwise been? 
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Although it i s , of course, impossible to know exact-
ly, t he working procedure is based on the most recent earn-
ing statements proj ected into the shutdown period and adjusted 
for conditions, that, it is estimated, would have been in exis-
tence. V.Jhen a company has several units, an estimate is made, 
and agreed upon between the insured and the insurer, of the 
profit contributed by that unit plus standby costs for t he 
period required, (again an estimate) to replace and/or to 
rebuild. 
Since, in Use and Occupancy insurance, value is 
equa l to continuing expenses plus pr ofit for a period of 
time, it is of prime importance that adequate time be pur-
cha sed , and thus, that re s trictions on time, for example, to 
renl a ce raw materials after repairs have been completed, be 
thoroughly understood and waived, if necessary. 
Valuing what might be lost through liabili ty claims 
is less a science than an art, for it is impossible to tell 
what dollar amount a jury will return if the corporation 
were found negligently liable in any particular case. Never-
t heless, if a definite dolla r figure is hard to come by, the 
trend is generally agreed upon as being upward. Also, it is 
i mpossible to deter mine what a ca t a strophe loss would cost, 
abs ence of catastrophe loss in the past being no assurance 
t hat one will not occur in the future. 
Therefore, liability limits are a matter of perso-
na l j udgement, the decision being made by top management upon 
the advice of the insurance manager, opera ting engineers and 
personnel, brokers, and the insurance carriers. Factors in-
fluencing the decision are: experience of others in the s ame 
industry, recent jury verdicts, past experience, scope of op-
erations, type of products, etc. 
Another valuation tha t is also generally t he r esult 
of personal judgement more than it is the result of mathemati-
cal calculation is that of the possible loss through theft of 
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funds and/or stock. Information and advice are gathered 
from financial officers, auditing personnel and security 
officers, as well as brokers and carrier representatives. 
Factors considered are: corporation and industry expenses, 
internal control systems, amount of cash on hand at any 
one time, type of product, etc., {a radio manufacturer, for 
example, would have a product that is more "stealable" than 
a cement mixer manufacturing company). 
A general guide available to arrive at a minimum 
valuation of employee dishonesty exposure has been developed 
by the Surety Association of America through a four year 
study of losses in excess of $10,000.00 sustained by insureds 
and reported to surety companies in the ten year period 1942-
1951.:0:< The losses ~ere analyzed in the light of financial 
and other elements of each company involved. 
From the information learned from this study, the 
investigators composed a formula, as shown on the following 
page, which, when applied to a corporation's particular cir-
cumstances, produces a 11Dishonesty Exposure Index" which, in 
turn, by means of a table,is translated into a minimum valua-
tion considered necessary for that corporation. A portion of 
this table is shown on page 54. It is stated that the formu-
la applies to any size or type of corporation. 
*lS, p. 16 
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Chart III 
DISHONESTY EXPOSURE INDEX 
I Total Current Assets (Cash, Deposits, Securities, $ 
Receivables, Goods on Hand, etc.) ---------
A.Goods on Hand (Raw Materials, Materials in 
Process, Finished Merchandise, or Products) 
B.5% of A. 
C.Current Assets Less Goods on Hand (I-IA) 
D.20% of c. 
II Annual Gross Sales or Income 
III 10% of II 
IV Total - Equals Dishonesty Exposure Index $=== 
EXPOSURE 
1,000 -
25,000 -
125,000 -
250,000 -
500,000 -
Table II 
CONVERTING DISHONESTY EXPOSURE INDEX 
TO 
AMOUNT OF BOND CONSIDERED NECESSARY 
INDEX AMOUNT OF BOND 
25,000 $ 15,000 - 25,000 
125,000 25,000 - 50,000 
250,000 50,000 - 75,000 
500,000 75,000 - 100,000 
750,000 100,000 - 125,000 
750,000 - 1,ooo,ooo 125,000 - 150,000 
ETC. ETC. 
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It is further stated that application of this for-
mula to t he firms whose losses provided the source for this 
study showed that had the suggested amounts of coverage 
been in force, the under-insurance would have been reduced 
from $l,SSS,500.00 to approximately $200,000.00. 
Valuation of liability on account of Workmen's 
Compensation loss is some what eas ier than public liability 
or fidelity valuation, because of the working of the l aw of 
averages as mentioned earlier in this paper; that is to say, 
there a re many individual units of exposure, and loss occu-
rrence is relatively frequent. Therefore, a more or less 
reliable pattern of loss history can be built up, which can 
fair l y safely be projected into the future. However, the 
possibility of a catastrophe loss cannot be ruled out, and 
should be provided for. Also to be considered is t he pro-
bability of change in the law of one or more of the states 
in which the corporation operates. 
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Given a large enough group of employees and a long 
enough history with the same type of plan, a rather accurate 
estimate of payments to be made in the future under group in-
surance is considered quite possible, because the experience 
is actuarially more sound. The occurrence of claims is much 
more predictable and the amount of the claim, when it occurs, 
is def initely known. 
Schedule-t}~e group health insurance experience 
is less predictable because, although the incidence of claims 
may be fairly stable, the amount of the claim can vary consi-
derably, affected1 as it is, by such factors as patient, hos-
pital, and doctor decisions concerning length of hospital 
stay, number of doctor's calls based on conditions not neces-
sarily relating to the severity of the illness itself. 
So-called "catastrophe" plans of medical insurance 
are still less predictable than schedule-type plans, since 
there is relatively little history and s~e the limits can 
run up into the $5,000.00 to $10,000.00 area for any one 
illness. 
Valuing the cost of medical insurance for retiring 
employees is the most difficult, since the incidence and 
severity of claims increase greatly in the older ages, and 
also because of the lack of complete history. 
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Chapter VIr 
HANDLING FIRE AND EXTENDED COVERAGE LOSSES 
Correct valuation is important, not as an end in 
itself, but as a means to an end, namely; adequate recovery 
from the insurance carrier if the event insured against oc-
curs. Given adequate valuation, (both with regard to full 
coverage for total losses and partial losses) as a basis to 
work from, the loss adjustment will be satisfactory to the 
insurance manager if both the insured and the carrier are 
equitable and fair in their dealings, if the insurance mana-
ger thoroughly understands the terms of the contract, and if 
the claim is complete, well documented, and is submitted 
properly and promptly. 
The term "understanding the terms of the contract" 
as used above, includes reference to understanding and carry-
ing out correctly the terms of the policy pertaining to the 
obligations of the insured when a loss occurs. 
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In a fire loss, for example, the insured's contrac-
tual obligations are to protect the property from further da-
mage, give immediate written notice of the loss to the company, 
separate damaged property from undamaged property, and prepare 
a detailed inventory of destroyed, damaged, and undamaged pro-
perty together with cost figures, actual cash value, and amount 
of loss claimed. 
Following these preliminary steps, the insured must 
file within the time set forth in the contract, the proof of 
loss in which the insured formally and legally states the time 
and cause of loss; its own insurable interest and that of any 
other; the property value and loss; all and any encumbrances 
and insurance; any changes in title, use, occupancy, location, 
possession and exposures since the issuance of the policy; and 
whether the building stands on leased ground (if a building 
loss). 
Within a certain time following the submission of the 
proof of loss, (this length of time also being set forth in the 
policy), and agreement with the adjustor as to the amount of 
t he loss, the insurance company has the obligation to pay the 
loss to the insured. 
If the insured and the insmmce company have a disa.-
greement which they can not work out, concerning the value of 
the loss, they must employ the processes of arbitration, the 
result from which is binding on bot~ parties, thus prohibiting 
suit. The states vary in how the arbiters are chosen, but it 
is usually some variation of the following: the insured appoints 
an arbiter, the insurance company appoints an arbiter, and these 
two choose a third. If the first two can't agree on the third, 
the cart may appoint him. Disagreements not concerned with the 
value of the loss may go directly to suit. 
The foregoing are the "impersonal" requirements of 
both parties to the contract; the insured and the insurance 
company. In terms personal to the insurance manager, they 
mean, for one thing, that the insurance manager should make 
no statement in the proof of loss which he cannot back up 
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100% with records, because errors or misrepresentations raise 
doubts in the mind of the adjustor about the validity of the 
claim and cause delay in payment, if not refusal to pay on the 
grounds that the insured breached the contract, (since the proof 
of loss is a formal, legal, sworn document with the effect of 
a warranty). 
The legal requirements of the fire policy also mean, 
in terms of the insurance manager's job, that as soon after 
the fire as safety permits, he must see that the property is 
"protected from further damage". In the case of contents, 
this means removing, drying, oiling, etc. the property so that no 
furt her damage will result from water or debris. In the case 
of t he building itself, it means that he should, with the agree-
ment of the adjustor, remove debris from the property, pump 
out water, and repair roof, window, and wall damage. The cost 
of this work is collectible under the fire policy. 
Partially damaged personal property should also be 
salvaged and an inventory begun of the condition and new loca-
tion of both the undamaged and partially damaged property. 
The adjustor places a value (market price, selling price, or 
cost depending on the policy) on the undamaged property and on 
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the salvageable value of the partially damaged property. He 
also figures the non-salvageable value of the partially damaged 
property and the value of the destroyed property by applying 
his experience to the condition of the debris. He totals these 
four items and arrives at the value of the current inventory 
immediately prior to the fire. This he checks by using the 
gross profits method, mentioned earlier, of determining inven-
tory from accounting records. He then compares actual value 
with insured value to see whether there is enough total in-
surance to cover the loss and to see whether the co-insurance 
requirement has been met. 
If everything is in order so far, and the insurance 
manager and adjustor have agreed on the value of the non-damaged 
property and on the value of the totally damaged property, 
there only remains the problem of determining the extent of re-
covery that can be obtained on account of the partially damaged 
property which, in turn, depends on the value set on the sal-
vageable part of the partially damaged property. 
Salvage value is usually determined by a rrbuy or 
sell" propOsition. This means that the adjustor stands ready 
to pay the insurance manager the proved total value of damaged 
and partially damaged inventory, and to sell the partially 
damaged goods through other channels to recover part of the loss 
for the insurance company. However, if the insurance manager 
offers a high enough price, the adjustor will "sell" these 
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goods to him by subtracting the dollar amount of the insurance 
manager's offer from the total of the loss settlement. In the 
majority of cases, it is to the corporation's advantage to offer 
a competitive bid to the adjustor in order to retain possession 
of the partially damaged goods since it could be embarrassing 
to have marked down merchandise on the market in competition 
with its standard priced goods. 
One of the important differences between arriving 
at a contents loss value and a building loss value is that the 
former is paid in cash to the insured, based on, actually, an 
estimate, and the latter is paid to or on account of t he insured 
for actual replacement, (assuming replacement of only partial 
damage since total destruction would probably bring reconstruc-
tion of a more modern type building). Therefore, if there is 
agreement between the insurance manager and the adjustor on the 
original construction of the destroyed building and on the depre-
ciation, most other important areas for disagreement are elimina-
ted sinc e insurance funds are paid for actual construction costs. 
Accordingly, after the insurance manager has protected 
t he property from further damage, as mentioned earlier, his 
next step is to obtain evidence of construction specifica-
tions of t he destroyed or damaged building so that the cost to 
replace such a building exactly at current costs can be ascer-
tained. It is quite possible that the insurance comoany, as 
in the cas e of Factory Mutual and Factory Insurance Associa-
tion companies has on file a detailed tracing of the building. 
If so, the insurance manager took this second step back when 
the building was valued for premium pur~oses and need not take 
it now. If not, the origina l plans and specifica tions ma y be 
available within the corporation and copies may be presented 
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to the adjustor. If the originals are not available, the in-
surance manager may deem it advisable to have them reconstrrct-
ed by an architect. However, this fee is not recoverable unless 
the developed plans are used to rebuild the plant. 
The third step, (assuming a partial loss and adequate 
total coverage), is to come to an agreement with the adjustor 
on cost to reconstruct. This should be done by hiring the 
services of an architect and having him obtain firm bids from 
contractors, one of which is to be approved by the adjustor. 
If firm bids are not available, the adjustor should be permit-
ted to a pprove a cost plus arrangement. The insurance manager 
may arrange with the adjustor to receive partial payments of 
the loss as work progresses so that the contractor may be paid 
currently and the insured not be out of pocket even t houg'1 
but temporarily. 
If the insurance is on an "actual cash value" basis, 
the question of degree of depreciation is present, a nd it is 
on this point that insurance managers a nd adjustors often find 
themselves in disagreement. The best way to avoid the problem 
is to come to an agreement at the ti~e the insurance is placed 
or renewed, rather than at the time of loss. 
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It has been noted earlier that taxes are a factor in 
the corporation's deciding whether to insure or self-insure 
cer t a in risks. It is also true that when a property loss ha s 
occurred, the effect of taxes on the excess of insurance re-
covery over book value of the destroyed asset and on the de-
preciation allowance on the new asset should be considered. 
The fed eral tax nrovision which deals with this sub-
. . 
ject s ays t hat if proceeds from an involuntary conversion, 
(casualty loss, seizure, destruction beyond the control of the 
taxpayer), are used to purcha se similar property within a 
certain time following the loss, the taxpayer may elect not to 
have the gain recognized as taxable.* 
On the face of it, it may seem that so to elect 
would b~ of advantage to the corporation, but on closer exam-
ination, it may well turn out that less taxes will be paid 
in the long run when the gain is recognized as taxable. 
This is due to the operation of two factors: (1) the 
gain on the conversion, (the difference between the book value 
of the destroyed property and the insurance recovery based on 
market value or actua l cash value) is considered a "capital 
gain", and thus taxed, in effect, at one half the regular in-
come tax rates, and (2) the tax basis of the new property will 
be the new construction cost instead of the original lesser 
*14, p.3 
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cost of the destroyed building, thus permitting a greater 
deductible expense for depreciation, which in turn means less 
taxable income to be determined at the full tax rate. 
This does not mean that the insurance manager should 
consider himself a tax expert, nor that he need be such, but 
only that he should recognize that the operation of other 
departments will have a bearing on his sphere of work, and 
vice-versa, and that he should look beyond matters of his 
immediate concern to matters of general concern as they affect 
and are affected by corporation risk matters. 
Extended coverage losses, being property losses, 
are usually handled in a similar fashion to the handling of 
fire losses. 
Although it is possible tha t there may. be an over-
lap between the extended coverage protection and other policies, 
generally where separate policies cover, the extended coverage 
protection is excluded. 
A case in point here is the explosion coverage under 
extended coverage which excludes damage from explosion of boi-
ler and engines because the Boiler and Machinery policy is tai-
lored to meet this type of loss.* 
Most corporations have set up a "flash report" 
system within their organization, whereby the department or 
*7, p.423 
branch operating head notifies the insurance manager of the 
fire and provides brief,essential information. If the loss 
occurs in a branch, the operating head may contact the local 
office of the insurance company so that the adjustor may come 
on the scene as soon as possible. However, negotiations for 
settlement with the insurance company are usually routed 
to the insurance manager, and are not within the province 
of the branch supervisor. 
Settlement of large losses may not be the sole 
province of the insurance manager, since company policy may 
require that the board of directors agree to the payment 
when the amount exceeds a certa.in figure. 
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Chapter VIII 
HANDLING USE AND OCCUPANCY LOSSES 
~~en real property or personal property is damaged 
or destroyed, the insurance manager looks not only to the po-
licy which provides recovery for the loss to the corporation 
due to the dimunation of the value of the asset itself, but 
also to the policy which provides replacement of that part 
of the lost income necessary to pay continuing expenses, and 
to cover profit. However, it does not necessarily follow 
that where has been a property loss, there is also a business 
interruption loss. For example, if a backlog of finished 
goods, stored in a leased warehouse,is destroyed by fire, the 
fire policy will provide recovery for the dollar value of the 
goods and the lease of another warehouse will permit storage 
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of additional units of production as they are produced. In 
such a case, there has been no interruption of the flow of 
production which runs from raw material to cash received, for 
the sale of the finished good, and thus no continuing liability 
for expenses and profit during a period where covering income 
is cut off. 
On the other hand, damage to goods in process or to 
real property housing manufacturing facilities will almost al-
ways cause a slowdown or shutdown of production. 
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In such a case, the decision of the amount of the 
loss is somewhat more difficult to make than the decision of 
the value lost in the destruction or damage of the asset would 
be. This is because the loss, broadly speaking, is equivalent 
to the difference between the actual income during the affected 
period and what the income would have been if there had been 
no loss; and since there was a loss, who can say in all certain-
ty what conditions would have otherwise been? 
Obviously, this situation leaves more room for differ-
ence of opinion than when a direct loss is being adjusted. In 
practise, a business interruption loss is adjusted from the 
"books", that is, from the accounting and budgetary records of 
recent production and expected future business activity. 
Therefore, it is to the advantage of the corporation 
to have its case for the amount of the loss well documented 
by accounting and production records. This calls for close 
teamwork between the controller and the insurance manager and 
a knowledge on the part of each of the effect of the documents 
on the loss settlement. 
An example of how production records determine the 
amount of the loss settlement can be given by comparing the 
losses that would be sustained by a corporation if the exact 
same extent of damage to the property were to occur under four 
separate and distinct production circumstances: level produc-
tion, high percentage of capacity; level production, low per-
centage of capacity; increasing production; and decreasing pro-
duction. 
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~ben production has been level and high for a period 
of time prior to the loss, and the projected production sche-
dule shows that this condition was expected to continue, then 
the business interruption loss is determined by the difference 
between the number of units of production passing a designated 
spot on the affected area from the time of the occurrence of 
the loss until the pre~loss production capacity is again reached, 
and the number of units that would have passed the same desig-
nated spot during the same period of time if there had been no 
loss occurrence. 
The number of units lost is then translated into dol-
lars of income lost by reference to accounting, cost and control-
ler's records. By reference to these records, it is also possi-
ble to determine the application of sales income to various 
variable and fixed expenses and profit. 
The variable expenses that decrease as production de-
creases are subtracted from the income lost and the balance, 
being composed of income assigned to fixed expenses and profit 
is the amount of the loss, subject to the policy dollar limit 
of liability and various time limits imposed for rebuilding 
the real property and replacing the raw stock and restoring 
the work in process goods to the same state of manufacture. 
Th above outline is, of course, very general and does 
not take into acco~nt the very important details of loss adjust-
ment. For example, one of the policy requirements is that avail-
able outside facilities must be used. 
If production has been level, but at a low percentage 
of capacity, it is possible that the exact same damage would 
not have resulted in a business interruption loss at all, 
since, if the low production were due to a low level of ordrs, 
increased activity upon resumption of operations could make 
up the production lost during the shutdown. However, if the 
low production were due to labor and/or material shortage, 
t he shutdown could conceivably have delayed the solution of 
their problems and thus could be said to have created a loss, 
if the insurance manager could so prove. 
If production had been on the increase prior to the 
los3, the question to be res.olved would concern the r ate which 
production would have occurred at during the shutdown. In 
this case, instead of project i ng the rate of increase prior 
to the shutdown into the shutdo~m period, the procedure is to 
assume that the rate of increa se which occurs after resumption 
of production would have occurred during the shutdown period 
and afterwa rds until the maximum production was reached. 
In otter words, the curve s howing the actual increase 
after production was resumed is moved back to t he beg inning of 
the shutdown period and the difference between production in 
all weeks, (during the shutdown period and following), until 
the maximum whould have been reached had the increase been 
able to continue through and beyond the shutdown period, is 
calculated and totalled, being the total units of production 
lost. 
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In order for this to be an accurate statement of 
loss, it must have been true that these lost units of produc-
tion could have been sold, that materials on hand plus normal 
delivery of material would have been adequate to sustain the 
extra units of production, and that the rate of increase fol-
lowing the resumption of production in the damaged section of 
the plant WqS not due to production in other parts of the plant 
duting the shutdown period. 
If production has been on a decreasing schedule basis 
and a loss occurs, there will be no business interruption loss 
i£, upon resumption of production, output can be increased so 
as to produce the same number of units in a given period begin-
ning with the shutdown and ending some time after resumption 
of production as would have been manufactured in the same period 
if there had been no property loss. 
It is possible, however, that the provisions of the 
policy which say that the policy also covers such expenses as 
are necessarily incurred for the purpose of nrlucing any loss 
under the policy will apply. This would be so if extra expense 
was incurred in order to increase production following resump-
tion, over what had been planned for the decreasing schedule. 
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Chapter'IX 
HANDLING FIDELITY, WOR~~EN'S COMPENSATION AND LIABILITY LOSSES 
In property losses and business interruption losses, 
the insurance manager's major effort is directed toward docu-
menting the facts of the loss so that he can make full re-
covery. This, of course, is true also in fidelity losses, and 
is sometimes quite difficult to, but fidelity losses are addi-
tionally complicated since there is the problem of collecting 
the loss without leaving the corporation open for suit by an 
employee for false arrest, defamation of character, libel, slan-
der, malicious prosecution, etc. 
Generally speaking, if the employee or group of employ-
ees weren't considered honest, the bond wouldn't have been writ-
ten, and even when the insurance manager feels certain that a 
money or merchandise loss has occurred through employee infide-
lity, it is even more difficult to pin-point responsibility. 
If the wrong person is accused, the corporation may be open for 
suit. 
Therefore, a method of approach preferred by some cor-
porations is to devote the insurance manager's efforts to prov-
ing the existence and the amount of the loss in order to obtain 
reimbursement from the surety company, and leave it up to the 
adjustor to det ~rmine the culprit, which he will take steps to 
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do to effect salvage for his company. Under this method of ap-
proach, the corporation will probably take no action against 
the wrongdoer except to discharge him. 
Points which the insurance manager should bear in 
mind in connection with fidelity losses are: {1) threatening 
the employee to "pay up or be prosecuted" is an illegal pro-
cedure {abuse of process) {2) the section of the bonding a-
greement entitled "Prior Fraud, Dishonesty, or Uncellation" 
says that if t he employer knew that the employee had stolen, 
etc. before, the coverage for that employee is eliminated, 
(3) a money loss has only to be reasonable proved, whereas 
an inventory shortage has to be conclusively proved, hence it 
is much more difficult to prove to the insurance company an 
inventory theft by employees, (4} subrogation recovery under 
bonding goes 100% to the employer, rather than pro-rata as in 
an auto collision policy, therefore , if the insurance manager 
has a $15,000.00 loss with ~lO,QQO.OO fidelity coverage, and 
the adjustor recovers ' s,ooo.oo, the insurance manager can 
expect to receive $10,000.00 under the bond plus . 5,000.00 of 
the ~~ 8,000.00 recovered before the bonding company gets any-
thing. In other words, the obligee is "made whole" first. 
This is , of course, subject to the expenses of the 
bonding company in recovering the property, which expenses 
are deducted before the insured recovers. 
~llienever a third party is in an insurance situation, 
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the human factor enters the picture and often strongly influ-
ences and sometimes overshadows insurance and lega l-based de-
cisions. This is true not only in fidelity coverage, but also 
in Workmen's Compensation and Public Liability insurance cove-
rage, even though the situations are reversed; that is, even 
though in filelity coverage, the surety company's function is 
to reimburse the insured on account of actions of third par-
ties, and in Workmen's Compensation and liability coverage, its 
function is to pay, (when required by law), the third party on 
account of actions of the insured. 
In fidelity cases, the insurance manager, dealing 
with people whose attitudes and opinions affect the operations 
of his firm, may not press an insurance or legal point which he 
is, in theory, entitled to a dvance. Likewise, in Workmen's 
Compensation cases, the insurance manager may prefer to inter-
pose the corporation personnel between the insurance company 
and the employee in some cases for the sake of having a personal 
contact rather than an "impersonaln insurance company contact 
the employee. (However, it should be noted that in the case of 
dubious claims, the exact reverse may be desired.) 
Also, in the case of auto and public liability claims ·, 
there may be situations where the insured prefers to deal with 
the claimant directly to keep good customer relations. 
Examples of this are: (1) when the insured is a sup-
plier or contractor and his vehicle damages person or property 
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of the customer, (2) when claim is made under product liability 
coverage and the decision is made to pay the claim, although it 
may be dubious, on the grounds of good will. (In t his last ex-
ample, it should again be noted t hat some corporations hold the 
opposite view, namely tha t no cla im should be paid, no matter 
how small, unless there is va lid legal reason. The reason offer-
red is t hat payment of a doubtful cla im also implies validi ty 
in the claim and t hus a f auty produc t .) 
It is important to bring out here that the insurance 
manager must report the loss or incident to the insurance com-
pany and come to an agreement concerning whether he is to have 
his company's personnel c ontact t he third party, or whether 
t he insurance company representative wi l l do t his. I t may be 
that t he insurance company will request that the insurance ma-
nager do t he contacting and, in any event, the insurance mana-
ger s hould r eceive an "OK" from the carrier if he wi shes to 
make the contact. 
There ha s been and continues to be a tendency on the 
part of state workmen's compensation boards to int erpret a ppli-
cabl e statutes more and more broadly. The current chief example 
of this is the consideration of more and more heart difficblties 
as sicknesses, accidents or injuries arising out of, and in the 
course of, employment. Insurance companies consider this trend 
to be inimical to the best interests of all, (including the em-
ploye es in the long run), while compensation commisioners consider 
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that their inclusion is, in effect, righting a wrong. ThE broad-
ening of concept is very important to insurance managers, parti-
cularly since most larger corporations either self-insure on 
workmen's compensation, or come under retrospective rating plans, 
which, of course, a re geared to experience. 
In every corporation there will be some losses that 
are not covered by insurance. I f a pa r ticular corporation at-
tempts to insure its losses, a record of uninsured loss es will 
be helpful in determining whether additional coverage shoul d be 
purcha sed. If the corporation assumes or self-insures losses, 
such a record is even more important since the insurance manager 
must know whether his self-insurance program is working our satis-
factorily. 
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Chapter X 
LOSS PREVENTION 
As the risk manager processes a loss, there should 
automatically come to his mind the question: "vfuy did t his loss 
occur? Does this loss point up a deficiency in our safety and 
loss program?" 
As noted at the outset of this paper, the pur cha s e 
of insurance or the setting up of reserves for self-insurance, 
or the decision to assume certain losses is just a part of the 
over-all program of risk management, and if one looks at the 
over-all picture, these "insuring" act i vities are necessary 
only t o protect the corporation against the residue of risks 
that t he safety and loss prevention program was unffiie to eli-
minate. 
Certahly the effectiveness of this progr am has a great 
bearing on all the other phases of risk management: self-insu-
rance, valuation, loss adjus t ment, choice of insurance compa-
nies, etc. Granted tha t there is a definite tie-in between 
loss prevention and minimization of the effect of loss on the 
corporation's operations, some organi zations hold the risk ma -
nager responsible for the entire loss prevent i on programs, a nd 
some , a lthough not holding him responsible, still give him s t rong 
advisory authority, and still others limit his activities to 
those of an observer of the programs, expecting him to begin 
his job where loss prevention leaves off. 
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The method employed is dependent upon many factors, 
one of which is the extent to which the corporation self-in-
sures. As mentioned earlier, a reason for self-insurance is 
that the corporation's product is one, the manufacture of which 
involves considerable risk, as for example, timber operations 
and chemical production. In such fields, the corporations 
themselves strongly emphasize loss prevention and safety prac-
tises, and have their own staffs to carry out this work. Thus, 
if a large corporation self-insures, it is very likely to have 
excellent loss prevention facilities of its o~~, the incentive 
for which stems from production management, and doesn't have to 
be activated by financial management. In such cases, the risk 
manager, as a member of the financial management team, is likely 
to have an advisory or consulting capacity to the production 
men steeped in safe production procedures, rather than a super-
visory capacity. 
If, however, the corporation insures most of its risks, 
the risk manager, as the corporation's liason with the insurance 
companies, is quite likely to be in charge of the corporation's 
effort toward loss prevention since he is the "contact man" with 
the insurance company, which, as part of its services for which 
it charges a premium, will provide the impetus, direction, and 
recommendations in safety engineering. In this position, the 
risk manager, acting within the framework of policy set up 
by top management, is directly responsible for all risk-cen-
tered activities: the analysis of operations, the pinpoint-
ing of risks, the nullification of the loss possibility posed 
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by the existence of the risks, and the reduction and elimination 
of the risks. 
It should, however, be emphasized that varia tion of 
distribution of duties is more common than consistency from 
corporation to corporation; each organization fitting its men 
to the various tasks as it best works out in t heir own parti-
cular case, reflect ing training, and capabilities of the per-
sonnel~ope and complexity of operations, and tradition, (which 
may be expressed as: "some other way may be better, but this 
way works, and so we're not taking chances with an untried ap-
proach"). 
Some firms may not want the insurance manager to have 
control over loss prevention because of the reaction which may 
be aroused in the production departments. It is very true that 
the producing departments may easily become resentful of the 
"foreigner" from the treasurer's department "interfering" with 
the way they do their job. This can be likened to the attitude 
the machinist may have toward the time and motion study man. 
On the other hand, if safety is the responsibility 
of the production department, the target for resentment is re-
moved, and loss and safety engineer ing may well have a better 
cha nce of success. 
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Writers on the subject of loss and injury prevention 
seem to consider three points as most important: (1) refinements 
in safety construction, engineering , maintenance, housekeeping , 
etc., have about reached the peak of their effectiveness, so that 
the human element now is the major cause of a ccidents, (2} a 
major problem is that of getting th~ough to operating supervisors 
and men the importance of safety consideration at all times, and 
(3) the operating supervisor must feel that the safety of his 
men and equipment is his res ponsibility. 
Concern ing human failure as the major cause of ac ci-
dents, the January, 1957 issue of the Fact ory Mutual Record 
printed their findings from their investigation of t wenty two 
losses of over $1,000,000.00 each in physical dama.ge since 1913. 
Their report indicated that human failure accounted 
for 43% of the total reasons for all of the losses studied, and 
the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspector and Insurance Company pub-
lication "The Locomotive" recently indicated that 53% of ammonia 
compressor failures which were studied were due directly or in-
directly to "human error". In addition, an executive of a large 
U. S. insurance brokerage house recently reported t hat it is not 
uncommon to have their customers report that 96% of their acci-
dents are due to human error. 
This reporting seems to establish the problem. The at-
tempts made to meet the problem embody the other two points men-
tioned above, which writers consider most important in loss and 
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injury prevention; namely, the problem of convinc i ng supervi-
sors and men of the importance of loss and injury preventi on 
considerat ion at all times and the problem of chan ging the su-
pervis or's attitude so that he considers safety of men and equi p-
ment his re sponsibility not t hat of the one who has the title of 
insurance manager or safety engineer. 
A large U. S. chemical manufa cturing company, having 
availed itself of all standard and accepted loss prevention fa-
cilities such as fire-resistive construction, adequate wa ter 
supplies and s prinklers, workers' "education" posters, training 
in fire fighting , etc. s hifted its attention to the human ele-
ment and decided that before it could take counter-mea sure s , 
it must unde r stand more about "human error" as a cause of a cci-
dent s , since, upon close examination, the term turned out to be 
a generalization rather than a specific cause to wnch a specific 
remedy could be applied . 
It, t herefore, made a contempl a tive study* of its acci-
dent history and came up with many t hought-provoking questions 
concerning the correctness of its current preventive and r emedi-
al methods. For example, its accident and loss reports listed 
as the causes of accidents such factors as: excess ive tempera-
ture, s pontaneous combustion, chemical reaction, etc. Close 
examination rais ed the question whether t he underlying reason 
*14, p. 14 
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was really one of the following: irresponsibility, misunder-
standing, ignorance df. hazards, boredom, fatigue, horsepla y, 
etc. If one of these was the reason but did not appear on the 
report, the question arises concerning how remedial steps 
could be t aken. 
As another example, a good safety record and a poor 
fire record are not necessarily contradictory, but may be ex-
plained by the fact that personal injury records are not set 
up to s h ow the near misses; only those that result in injury. 
However, if circumstances had been slightly different, the near 
misses could have been calamities. Therefore, the question 
arises whether a history should be compiled of the near misses, 
and the lessons learned from them circulated to the engineer-
ing, design, and operating personnel. 
More examples of questions that probe beyond the stan-
dard report forms*could be: (1) one can correct a loose hand-
rail before an accident, but how can one prove unsafe behavior 
before an accident? (2} Is it safe to assume that new person-
nel read the operating and disaster manuals that are distribu-
ted? (3) Do safety and fire prevention meetings become substi-
tutes for loss prevention activities? (4) wny does the sugges-
tion system work with regard to injury prevention and not with 
regard to fire protection? (5) How soon does complacency replace 
*14, p.l? 
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awareness of hazards? (6) Does the first shift man tell all 
the circumstances of the job to the second shift operator? 
(7) Should the design engineer know the circumstances of all 
losses and injuries which occurred in connection with the ma-
chinery he is designing: (8) Do "oldtimers" take safety equip-
ment for granted? 
To the corporation, the questions raised by study-
ing accident reports seemingly could be answered broadly by 
saying tha t if the response of an individual or group of indi-
viduals to a situation, particularly an emergency situation, 
were proper, the loss would not have occurred. 
So that the proper response might occur in all situ-
ations, the corporation suggests that the insurance industry 
add to its traditional loss ~revention and safety procedures, 
the services of industrial psychology in influencing huma.n 
behavior. The corporation believes that the psychologi ca l and 
motivation research specialists would be able to work in the 
following areas: set up a pre-employment test to determine re-
sponse in a serious emergency; during employment,test and rate 
employees on their knowledge of procedures concerning safety 
in routine operations and emergency situations; evaluate tem-
perament to fit the job. 
It would appear that if s afety and loss prevention 
procedures were to include the application of industrial psy-
chology to correct the cause of human error by both pre-employ-
ment and ttduring employment 11 examinations, which would be 
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followed up by training and adapting the individual to the job, 
the very awarro .ess by the operator of the tests which could 
effectively influence the course of his employment would impress 
upon him and his supervisor the importance of his actions affect-
ing his own safety and that of fellow workers. 
The preceding paragraphs have dealt with the preven-
tion of fire and casualty losses. 
Another important area of loss prevention work is that 
\'lhich is connected with the dishonesty of employees. 
Employees in all types of work from janitorial duties 
to executive positions may be subject to the temptation of pil-
fering supplies and cash. Keeping t h is temptation from the em-
ployees is the purpose of the insta llation and maintenance of 
a good system of internal control. 
An adequate system of internal control segr egates in-
terlocking positions of trust; for exam;)le, the employees or 
executive who signs the checks should not be the one who recon-
ciles the bank account. 
A good control system also re quires that all employ-
ees be re quired to obtain proper authorization of purchases 
t hrough purchase orders; to supply receipts to account for their 
expenses; and to stay within budget limita tions. It requires th~ 
voucher register s be used and that there be a tool check system. 
A good control system does not permit one depart-
ment to handle all aspects of a transaction, such as the purchasfug 
department placing the order, handling the receiving advices 
and approving the invoice for payment. 
As stated earlier, inventory shortages have to be con-
clusively proved. This is an effort on the part of the bonding 
companies to protect t hemselves and also to force the insured 
to employ adequate inventory control. The method suggested 
earlier in this paper of determining inventory valuations by 
a perpetua l inventory system can also be employed to keep an 
ac curate record of inventory location so as to provide constant 
check as to its continued existence. 
The risk manager should dis s uade manag ement fr om 
thinking that non-productive activities ma y be free from con-
trol since they do not contribute directly to sales and profit 
and thus should not bear the extra cost of an internal control 
system~ Possibilities of theft are just as great in the fleet 
maintenance, or general plant maintenance, as in the production 
and finance departments. 
Finally, the risk manager should impress upon ma nage-
ment the nece s sity of practicing care in the hiring of those 
who will work where temptation is the greatest. 
Chapter XI 
INSURANCE CONTRACT FEATURES 
Regardless of the stress l a id upon the s afety and 
loss prevention aspects of risk management, and t he degree 
of success that is obta i ned, it is, of course, n~possible 
to eliminate, 100%, a ll possibility of loss. 
Therefore, it i s necessary to give consideration to 
the types of insurance policies and ramifications thereof, tha t 
best apply to the peculia r circums t ances surrounding each of 
the corporation's risks . I n doing so, the insurance manager 
comes up a~ainst such terms as: s pecific coverage, blanket 
coverage, single risk policy, package (or comprehensive or a l l 
risk) policy, fixed amount, va riable amount, experience rating , 
retrospec t ive r ating , automa tic coverage, coinsurance, fixed 
va lue, floater policies, standa rd policies, hand-tailored pol-
icie s, franc hise, deduc t ible, catastrophe, excess loss, st op 
loss. Thes e policy f eatures are found in some or all of the 
following general cat egories of policies which are avai l able 
to meet the needs of corpora tion insurance protection: 
Fire and Related Property Insurance 
Fire and Extended Coverage of Buildings and 
Contents 
Residuary Risk Coverage for Perils Not Included 
in Extended Coverage 
Boiler and Machinery, Direct Damage 
Plate Glass 
Marine and Transportation Insurance 
Equipment, Machinery, Materials, and Products 
in Transit or Away from Plant Site 
Automotive Equipment 
Aircra..ft 
Vessels 
Money and Negotiable Instruments 
Securities and Valuable Papers 
Parcel Post 
Registered Mail 
Surety and Crime Insurance 
Dishonesty, Disappearance, and Destruction 
Forgery 
Theft 
Robbery 
Burglary 
Business Interruption I nsurance 
Fire and Extended Coverage 
Boiler and Machinery 
Contingent 
Extra Expense 
Third Party Liability Insurance 
Genera l or Comprehensive (Including Premises 
and Other Listed Coverages) 
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Automobile 
Marine 
Aircraft 
Elevator 
-Product 
Contractor 
Contractual 
lorkmen's Compensation and Employer's Liability 
Insurance 
Group Insurance 
Nonoccupational Sickness and Accident 
Disability and Life 
Travel 
Extra-Hazardous Employment 
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It is then the task of the insurance manager, after 
the risks have been determined, the decision made to purchase 
insurance, and the va lue of the assets at risk arrived at, to 
purchase policies which will provide t h e desired protection 
at the lowest possible cost, commensurate with insurance com-
pany stability, ability to provide services, etc. 
Both these factors, that is, protection and cost, 
have to be kept constantly in mind when the choice of policy 
is being made, and both factors have been the rea son for the 
development of the policy features mentioned previously. Ex-
amples may be given as follows, to explain this statement. 
Assume a corporation has ten buildings with contents, 
having a current total value of ~30,000,000.00 which the insur-
ance manager has insured for fire and complete extended cover-
age. 1/Jhat policy features has he bought? 
If he has insured each building separately, or con-
tents separately from the real estate, he has purchased speci-
fic coverage. If, however, he has one policy on all or most of 
the buildings, and particularly if the policy covers contents 
as well as the buildings, he has purchased blanket coverage. 
The trend is definitely toward blanket policies for 
several reasons, among which are: (1) less administra tive work 
for his department because there is but one policy to handle 
instead of several, (2) the insurance company's costs are also 
reduced because they have only one policy to handle and this 
cost reduction should eventually, if not immediately, result 
in lower premiums to the corporation, (3) the total insurance 
maximum is applicable to the loss of any one of the corpora -
tion's units, (provided, if there is co-insurance, the co-in-
surance requirement for the over all is met). 
However, the insurance manager must know and remem-
ber the exception to this "blanket" concept, which is that cer-
tain buildings and/or contents of certain buildings may have 
maximum limits placed upon them "inside" the framework of the 
blanket policy. 
Blanket insurance, then, is a feature purchased 
primarily from the point of view of coverage, and secondari-
ly because of cost. 
"Co-insurance" refers to a clause in the fire con-
tract whereby, in ~ffect, the insurance manager and the insu-
rance company make a "deal", that is, the insurance manager 
agrees to carry at all times an amount of insurance on the 
assets equal to a certain per cent,(a common figure is 80%), 
of the current value of the property and, in consideration of 
this, the insurance company a grees to charge a lower premium 
rate. 
Here, the insurance manager must remember tha.t if, 
at the time of a loss, the amount of the insurance is less than 
the per cent of the current value that he agreed to carry, his 
company will bear a part of the loss. This loss is expressed, 
Amount of insurance (assuming 80% co-insurance) as: 86% of current value X Loss. 
Co-insurance of a loss may come about by oversight 
or by intent; that is, the insurance manager may be under-in-
sured unknowingly because inflation, or some other reason, 
caused values to rise more than he expected, or he may be wil-
ling to pay a certain per cent of every loss, large or small, 
in order to get the reduced premium. Therefore, when the in-
surance manager has the option, if he agrees to a co-insurance 
clause, it is on the basis of cost. However, in many policies, 
the co-insurance clause is a requirement which may be removed, 
if at all, only by endorsement. 
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If, in our example, the total dollar value of the 
contents of all the ten buildings does not fluctuate greatly, 
the insurance manager could include the contents with the real 
property and buy a blanket policy on all buildings and all 
contents for a "fixed amount" of coverage. 
If the contents have a greatly fluctuating dollar 
value, he perhaps would have bought a separate "reporting" 
blanket policy for the "variable amount" of the contents. A 
maximum loss limit is set in such a policy, and a deposit 
premium is made, with reports of value being made monthly. At 
the end of the policy period, the average value is figured and 
the premium paid on that value. 
The variable amount policy is purchased from both 
the economy motive and the desire for full coverage since a 
fixed amount that is set too high will be uneconomical, and 
one that is set too low will provide inadequate coverage~ A 
major drawback to "variable amounttt or "reportingn policies 
is that they require considerably more work on the part of the 
insured to determine and report values monthly, and it may ac-
tually be less expensive to set a fixed amount somewhat too 
high than to use a variable amount policy. 
If, in our example, the purchased policy contains 
an "automatic coverage" clause, the insurance manager has 
full coverage immediately on a new location which the corpo-
ration may purchase, provided he reports the acquisition and 
pays the extra premium within a certain time following the 
acquisition. This can be a very important and helpful provi-
sion to the insurance manager and the reason for it is, of 
course, based on coverage r ather than cost. 
Again referring to our example, the insu~ce manager 
may want coverage from the first dollar, or he may want to re-
duce his premium and assume the small losses by employing a 
"deductible". If he wants to assume or self-insure most of 
his los ses, but be prot ected ~ainst major disasters, he will 
buy "catastrophe cover", also known as "excess insurance". 
If he wants to buy a retroactive deductible, he will buy a 
"franchL >e" clause. ( Example: The insured pays loss es under 
$1,000.00, and the insurance company pays losses of ~1,000.00 
or more from the first dollar. ~fuen a franchise is employed, 
one might well wonder what disagreements arise between the 
insured and the insurer when the loss approx i mates $1,000.00) 
If the insurance manager wants to employ a deducti-
ble, franc hise or excess cover, but doesn't want to hav e to 
pay more than a stated amount in the policy year as a tota l 
of the deductibles, etc., he buys a "stop lossn clause in 
the policy. 
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It is interesting t o note that fire insurance 
deductibles and franchises, etc., were not commonly available 
from U. S. insurance companies prior to 1950, although fran-
chises and deductibles have, for a number of years, been used in 
marine, automobile coll ision, workmen's compensation and 
third party insurance policies. 
Beginning in 1950, however, some American insurance 
companies have made these provisions available and many of 
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the larger corporations have used them, particularly the ex-
cess insurance clause, in conjunction with their self-insurance 
programs. The excess insurance or catastrophe provision is 
something more than a deductible insurance provision in a larger 
amount, since the catastrophe plan premium is determined as a 
matter of judgement, and the coverage is written without co-
insurance under a negotiated blanket form while the deductible 
plan premium is determined from a specific rating schedule and 
the coverage is more convential and includes a co-insurance pro-
vision. 
If an insurance manager is interested in catastrophe 
cover, it is because he is first interested in self-insurance 
and it naturally follows that the insurance manager must con-
sider all the pros and cons of' self-insurance that have been 
enumerated in an earlier section of this paper. In the majo-
rity of cases, the insurance manager is interested in self-in-
surance and catastrophe cover as a means to reduce his costs, 
but it also is possible that he cannot find a market for his 
insurance from the first dollar to thelimit of possible loss 
and thus his interest would be from the point of view of 
coverage. 
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In the above example of the ten buildings and their 
contents, we have referred to various policy features and pro-
visions, but always in connection with fire insurance and ex-
tended coverage which may be loosely said to be a "single risk''· 
However, it may be that because of circumstances 
peculiar to the operations of the particular corporation, the 
goods may be greatly exposed not only to fire and extended 
cov er age perils, but also to such perils as theft, and losses 
in connection with transportation, (breakage, collision, sinking, 
stranding, etc.). Therefore, the insurance manager may want 
to remove raw goods, goods in process, and finished goods from 
the blanket fire policy on buildings and contents, and purchase 
a blanket "all risk" or "comprehensive" policy covering wherever 
the goods may be while owned by, but not necessarily in the pos-
session of, the insured. This type of policy, known as the 
Manufacturer's Output policy, would cover the products on an 
"all risk" basis while in the factory, while being trans-
ported from suppliers and to customers and between production 
centers, and while on trial in a customer's plant, etc. 
This is to a corporation what an all risk "floater" 
policy is to an individual, and is, of interest to the insur-
ance manager primarily from the standpoint of coverage. 
It may be in order to mention at this point that the 
insurance manager doesn't take the meaning of "all risk" to 
be literally that, since the term means,at the most, only that 
it covers more risks than a "single risk" policy, all poli-
cies having their exclusions. 
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Some floater policies and ocean marine policies pro-
vide for a "fixed valuen on insured items, which relieves 
the insurance manager of the necessity to prove the value or 
condition of the items in the event of a loss. 
Experience rating and retrospective rating are methods 
of relating premium to actual experience under workmen's com-
pensation, auto liability, and public liability insurance cov-
erages. 
Experience rating, very briefly, increases or decreases 
the manual rate for any given year by the effect of experience 
during the three year period beginning four years prior to 
the current year. Therefore, the premium for any given year 
will not necessarily corres9ond exactly with the experience 
of that year, but will be the premium that previous year s' ex-
perience indicates is necessary to cover losses, (plus reserves, 
expenses, and profit), for that yea r if the trend of past 
years continues. 
Experience rating, which is also called expe r ience 
modification, is compulsory, except on small policies, so that 
the insurance manager has no choice as to its employment unless 
he wishes to replace it with retrospective rating , which is op-
tional with the insured. The insurance manager, after consi-
deration of past experience and other factors,may, in order 
to reduce costs, decide to use retrospective rating, provided 
the requirement of at least $ 5,000.00 manual premium is met. 
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If he so decides, his premium for a given year or 
period of years, usua lly three, will be the total of actual 
losses plus service and administrat i ve expenses and profit of 
the insurance company, but with a set minim~m and maximum pre-
mium, beyond which experience can not car ry the premium. Retro-
spect i ve rat i ng is, therefore, quite similar to self-insuring 
plus buying ad j ustment and engineering services plus buying 
excess and stop loss insurance, which procedure is also a fair-
ly common approach taken by corporations in meeting their ob-
ligations under Workmen's Compensation laws. Retrospective 
rating differs from experience rating in that it builds up a 
premium based on experience for the current year of period 
only, and does not take into account previous loss experience 
of the corporation,nor affect its future rating. 
Under retrospective r a ting, the experience for the 
period may not be closed out until one, two, or three years 
after the close of the perlDd since there may be cla imsstill 
not settled for which reserves have been set up. The carrier 
will want to be very sure that later developments on a claim will 
not require it to make payment after it has closed the period 
by returning the excess of premium over experience to the in-
sured. 
Most of these s pecial policy provisions are offerred 
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by insurance carriers to adapt standard policies t o the s pecia l 
needs of corporation buyer s. wnen standard polic i es, plus en-
dorsements, still fall short of the corporati on's needs, the 
insurance manager may recommend the use of "hand-tailored" po-
licies to accomplish his objectives. This, of course, entails 
the drawing up of a contract which ha s no precedent, and thus re-
quires legal a dvice for the corporation and insurance carrier 
plus t he services of the i nsurance company's underwriting and 
adjusting department s . It would a ppear, therefore, t hat in-
surance carriers would be will ing to do t his only for large 
accounts representing sizeable income for them. 
Chapter XII 
CHOOSING A CARRIER 
Such a situa tion as described on the preceding page, 
that is, where a specia l contract is drawn up, emphasizes the 
close relationship that must exi st between insurer and insured 
under a ll insurance policies. The corporation must displ ay 
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good f a ith in its dealings with the carrie r , and, in turn, selects 
a carrier with certain abilities and attitudes that it consi-
ders necessary to provide satisfactory coverage for its ri sks. 
Although it wishes to do this in an economical manner, it does 
not permit price to override service considerations. 
An important factor bearing upon the choice of a 
carrier is its financi al stabi l ity. The insurance manager 
looks ahead to the day when his corporation may suffer a ma jor 
loss and asks himself whether the carrier under consideration 
will be able to pay the los s or whether, because of unsound 
financi a l condition, it will default. Of course, there is no 
gua ranteed method to foretell the future, but consider ations 
of past performance plus present financial status will generally 
stisfy the insurance manager as to the probable future condi-
tion. To assure himself of present financial conditin, t h e 
insurance mana ger may analyze the carriers' statements filed 
with the various state insu r ance departments. The procedure 
to do this, using various ratios such as loss and expense re-
serves to earned premiums, policyholders' surplus to written 
premiums, policyholders' surplus to earned premiums, policy-
holders' surplus to unearned premium reserves, premiums by 
line distribution to written premiums, and common stock to 
surplus is discussed in Research Report No. 15* of t h e Ameri-
can Mana gement Association. If the insurance manager does 
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not wish to use t hese analyses himself, he may check the insu-
rer's financial rating in Best's Insurance Guide. ~~en he 
checks on past performance. he looks particularly at perfor-
mance within his corporation's industry. 
An equally important factor in choosing a carrier 
is th e standard of service provided by the carrie r , considering 
such things as thoroughness of inspection and engineering 
services, promptness of adjustment facilities and the atti-
tude displayed in making loss adjustments, that is, whether th e 
adjustment department will make loss payments on a fair, common-
sense b asis, or whether it will look for fine print to permit 
it to withhold payment. The risk manager also evaluates the 
flexibility of the carrier's underwriting department, thatis, 
whethe r it will insist upon a certain high manua l cl assifica-
tion under which the cor poratL:m may technically fall, or 
whether it will give due allowance for practical considera·tions 
*2, p.42 
and re-rate the risk in a lower r ated classifica tion wh~re 
t he particula r activity equitably belongs. 
Another crit erion by which the carrier is j~dged-- is 
t h e extent t o whichtts branch off ices a re located near branch 
off i ces of t he corporation. However, some corporations feel 
t hat local purcha s e of in surance is good for public relations 
and t hus advocate such action unless the corporation would 
suffer to a cons i derable ext ent by so doing. 
Traditi on a lso plays its part in determi n ing what 
type of insurer is preferred, that is to say, st ock , mutua l, 
rec~pro ca l, Lloyd's s yndicate, et c. It is gener ally agreed 
t hat no one class is to be preferred over another f rom a fi-
nancial stability or service ~wpoint, nevertheless, prefer-
enc es of onezype over another are to be found. 
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Continuity of relationship with a particular carrier 
is considered important by insuran ce managers. It is a time-
consuming task to work out satisfactory coverages a nd admini-
strative procedures with a carrier and it is not considered 
advisable to sever these conn ections for slight improvements 
in cover age or cost ava ilable by placing the coverage with 
another carrier. The present trend towa rd fewer and broader 
coverages and the use of exper ience and retrospec t ive ratings 
provide even more incentive to build up a long continui ng re-
lationship with one carr i er. Because of this, corporations 
tend to renew t heir contra cts with existing carrier s and to 
place new business with them so long as they maintain comp e-
titive rates and the level of services desired. 
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However, this is not to say that competitive bidding 
is not employed. Most insurance managers use it to a greater 
or lesser degree, feeling that this a ction tends to keep not 
only the carriers on their toes, but also themselves. Con-
tact with representatives of other carriers widens the insur-
ance manager's knowledge of insurance developments and also 
his acquaintances with men in the insurance industry. Risk 
managers also feel that competition stimulates the development 
of broader coverages, as well as encourages rate reductions 
over a period of time. 
But, competition is used carefully because it carries 
with it potential dangers to the corporation, the insurance 
companies, and the insurance industry as a whole, as well as 
bringing possible advantages. For one thing , as mentioned 
earlier, constant switching from carrier to carrier prohibits 
the development of a long-time relationship between insured and 
insurer which is necessary to develop mutual confidence and a 
smooth working relationship between the two parties. Also, when-
ever a new carrier is engaged, a hidden cost against the cor-
poration is created, since its engineers and maintenance men 
must spend considerable time with the carrier's safety and in-
spection representatives. In addition, if a corpora tion has 
the reputation of switching constantly for trivial reasons, 
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the current carrier will be reluctant to invest the time and 
money in the account necessary to do a good job because it 
knows it will take more than a year to get the money back and 
it may not have the account the next time around. 
The above dangers are immediate to the corporation, 
but there is also a long-range danger in that too much compe-
tition among carriers may drive down prices to the point where 
the insurance companies' financial stability is in danger, 
which, of course, could be disastrous to the corporation, 
since the carrier may be unable to meet its obligations under 
the contract. 
\Vhen the insurance manager decides upon using com-
petitive bidding , he must bear in mind certain precautions and 
"rules" that should be heeded. He must honor the privacy of 
the bidding companies, that is, he must not disclose prices and in-
formation received from one insurance company, to another. If 
a carrier has spent time and money to develop special policy 
provisions, or if an alert representative has found a lower 
rate classification which it can apply, the originator or dis-
coverer should be entitled to the rewards of his efforts. 
The insurance manager should not request or permit 
a bid from a carrier that he is not willing to accept if it 
is the most favorable. The insurance manager should bear in mind 
the expense that a carrier undertakes to draw up an offer of 
coverage and not encourage such an undertaking merely for his 
own education. 
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He should bear in mind that original cost may be 
misleading, that is, a carrier may deliberately price his 
coverage too low, with expectation of raising rates on re-
newals. Also, for a large corporation with many units of risk, 
the true basis of insurance cost is the number and severity 
of losses, so that if his firm has had poor loss experience, 
it may be to his advantage to contract with a carrier who 
charges full premiums, but who has a good loss engineering 
service which will pull down losses and,eventually,premium. 
The insurance manager must also look beyond the pri-
mary insurance carrier's qualifications and his premium offer, 
to the re-insurance companies that will be used. He shaid 
ask himself whether a lm.., bid perhaps reflects less favorable 
re-insuring companies. 
Another point that the insurance manager should bear 
in mind is that all bids should be entered on the basis of 
identical specifications, since it is impossible to compare 
"apples and oranges". 
Thus, a fairly accurate general statement to be 
made about the use of competitive bidding on policy renewals 
is: if it is used "lith care so that existing values of business 
association are not dama ged, and if it is done in an ethical 
manner, respecting the ri ghts of all, competition in bidding will 
serve a definite, useful purpose. 
The situation is somewhat different when an entirely 
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new coverage is to be purchased. Her e, there is ·no sense of 
responsibility to an existing carrier on tha t risk, and compe-
tition is somewhat more of an "open and shut" situation. A 
somewhat similar case is when corporations have been merged or 
purchased; opening up the coverage to bids by carriers used 
by both the previously existing corporations may be the only 
fair way to determine where the premium dollars shall go. 
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Chapter XIII 
USE OF BROKERS, AGENTS, AND CONSULTANTS 
The corporation risk manager cannot be a specialist 
in every kind of insurance coverage he must buy. It is impos-
sible for him to know all the details of all the policies and 
the why's and wherefore's of all insurance n~s and markets. 
The group insurance and persion field is far removed from, for 
example,the fire and extended coverage field of insurance, and 
it often requires years of intimate association with a parti-
cula.r branch of insurance for one to be able to claim that he 
knows the answers to the vital questions that must be answered 
to obtain proper coverage in that sphere of insurance. For this 
reason, the risk manager must rely on the advice and recommen-
dations of the specialists, many of whom operate as agents and 
brokers of insurance. 
Theoretically, a broker is one who brings the buyer 
and seller of insurance together, acting as agent of the buyer, 
~rherea.s an agent is a legal, formal agent of the insurance com-
pany. This distinction could be important in the case of a loss 
which would be payable under a policy which had been ordered by 
the insured, but which had not been placed by the broker-agent. 
If the producer was acting as agent of a carrier, there would 
be no question about whether coverage was bound, since notice 
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to an agent is notice to the principal. However, if the producer 
had not placed with one of his companies for which he was agent, 
but intended to place it as a broker, he would be a cting as an 
agent of the insured and the corporation might find itself with-
out coverage. 
But, since most brokers are also agen t s, for practical 
purposes, the insurance manager thinks of both a s able to perform 
the same servi ces for his corporati on, and, for the purposes of 
this paper, the ter m "broker" will mean both broker and agent. 
With regard to the use of brokers, the risk manager 
must operate as an executive who gathers together the detailed 
informa t i on and advice of the brokers, subjects them to the effect 
of his broad, but less de ep knowledge of insuance and his inti-
mate knowledge of his corporation, to decide what combination 
of policy, premium, and carrier will best fill the ne ed of his 
corpora.tion. 
In other words, the insurance manager must know, not 
everything that the brokers know, but how to best use wha t the 
brokers know. 
The broker occupies a somewhat unique positi on in that 
he acts as representative for the insured but receives his in-
come from the insurer. His economic function is to bring the 
corporation a nd the carrier together, work out, or help work 
out the policy provisions, and act as a "bridge" between the 
two parties during the policy term. He sells insuranc e to the 
corporation and then acts as the corporation's representative 
in dealings with the insu rance company. 
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This "double personality" has been the reason for con-
siderable discussion concerning how much credence a corporation 
should give to brokers' opinions on insurance actions that cor-
porations should take. 
However, regardless of any reservations that risk mana-
gers may have in this connection, it is a fact that most corpora-
tions, large and small, employ brokers for the services that they 
are able to render beyond that which most risk managers are able 
to provide. 
The broker, or brokerage firm, knows the insurance 
market and the available coverages in any particular line better 
than the insurance manager can know them, and when the broker 
is a firm, the combined talents and knowledge of its various 
departments represent specialization in many lines. 
Since the broker nbuys" insurance for many firms, he 
has greater bargaining power with the carrier than the insurance 
manager would have, and thus is able to buy a standard policy 
at favorable rates under advantageous conditions. Als o, when 
it appears that a standard contract should be altered for the 
best interests of the insured, the greater purchasing power of 
the broker can often influence the carrier to make such conces-
sions. A summa.ry of activities that a broker can engage in in 
behalf of the corporation appears on the following two pages. 
Some Things a Broker or Agent Can Do For You 
As An Insurance Manager 
Familiarize hi.mself with your insurance needs 
and interpret them accurately to the carr ier. 
Help you locate the kind of carrier and ser-
vices you want, and steer you away from carriers 
with poor service reputations or dubious financial 
s t anding. 
1fiake s ure t hat your risk is classified and a c-
cepted at the most favorable rates applicable to it. 
Advise on forms or provisions of coverage best 
suited to your requirements. 
Explain the make-up of rates and charges, and 
t he effects of credits and penalties, and of loss 
experience records. 
Persuade the carrier to accept modifications 
of standard contract provisions, or make other 
concessions in your favor or to satisfy your s pe-
cial needs. 
Make sure that your contract contains no tech-
nical flaws or limitations that might nullify or i m-
pair the protection sought. 
Advise you of overlaps or gaps in your insur-
ance coverage. 
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Some Things a Broker or Agent Can Do For You 
As An Insurance Manager - (Continued) 
Locate carriers for your unusual or difficult 
to place risks. 
Advise against unnecessary or unduly expensive 
coverages. 
Help you evaluate your relative exposure to fi-
delity, product liability, and other nonmea surable 
risks. 
Acquaint you with new and approved forms of cov-
erage as they become available. 
Support your interests in difficult settlements 
or disputes with the carrier. 
Provide liaison and tickler services as regards 
premium payments, renewal dates, and other administra -
tive reporting requirements. 
Keep a critical check on your practices and policies 
with respect to self-insurance and the assumption of 
risks. 
Source: Lovell, Enid B.: Company Insurance Administration. 
New York; National Industrial Conference Board, Inc. 
1956; page 2$ 
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Choosing a broker has become, in the last ten to twen-
ty years, a procedure based on requirements that must be met, 
rather than on acquaintanceship and personal friendship alone, 
as often was the case in earlier periods. Corporations now 
feel that they should choose their insurance brokers as care-
fully as they choose their legal, tax, and accounting counsel. 
Some factors to be considered in choosing a broker 
are as follows: (1} professional qualifications and reputation 
for integrity and fair dealing, (2) close geographical and per-
sonal position to the insured, (3) knowledge of the needs and 
problems of the corporation and/or the general industry of which 
the corporation is a part, (4) knowledge of a particular type 
of coverage, (5) scope of contacts in the insurance market or 
close relationship with a particular carrier, (6) understanding 
of how rates are developed, (7) prevalence of engineering or claim 
services, (S) general reputation as a champion of the insured's 
interests in negotiating contracts and resolving contested 
claims. 
Having selected a broker on the basis of what the bro-
ker can do for the corporation, the insurance manager should a-
vail himself of the services being purchased. That is to say, he 
should cooperate with the broker by providing the detailed in-
formation needed to~velop an effective insurance program. He 
should be resnonsive to the advice offerred bv the broker and 
' ~ 
take pains to understand it fully. He should not make it a 
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practice to "go around" the broker and deal directly with t h e 
carriers where the broker has an interest. He should use the 
engineering , claim and policy handling services offerred by the 
broker wherever possible, since his corporation is paying for 
them, used or not, in the premium which is loaded to include the 
broker's commission. He should eat ablish continuity in his 
relationship with the broker because onl y time can develop the 
broker's familiarity with the corpora tion's ne eds, and the under-
standing by the broker that he can rely on the integrity of the 
insured when coverages a re negotia ted and claims are being 
handled. 
Some insuranc e managers try to obtain the advantages 
of continuity as mentioned above, plus the advantage of a broad-
er market by placing some covera ges directly or through other 
brokers wile kee ping one broker as principal advisor and coor-
dinator. The princi pal broker may participate in this spreading 
of the placement of policies by recommending sub-brokers or 
other broker s who may have greater experience in a certain phase 
of the insur ance business. 
Some corporations go a step farther and choose more 
than one principal broker, one for each major line of insurance, 
for example, one for fire and extended coverage, one for casu-
alty coverages, and one for each of liability, fidelity, and 
group insurance cover ag es. 
Also, some corporations will consult various brokers 
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before placing a new or a renewal coverage. They feel t hat this 
practice of placing the brokers in competition with one another 
prevents compla cency ~d provides better coverage at lower rates: 
but this procedure has its drawba cks in that it prevents the 
smooth workipg relationship between the insurance manager and broker 
tha t can be developed only through a feeling of permanency. 
Similarly, some insureds "split" a line between two brokers, 
but this practice also runs counter to the philosophy of the 
development of strong insurance manager - broker relationships. 
From ·a public relations standpoint, some corpora-
tions try to nlace some coverages with local~ents and some 
believe that better service can be obta ined in this manner 
since t heir needs will receive the personal attention of the 
proprietor of the agency rather than that of an employee of a large 
brokerage firm. 
In order to check on their over all program of in-
surance, many corporations often purchase the facilities of in-
surance consultants who sell t heir services for a fee, paid by 
the insured directly to the consulting firm. Insurance managers 
feel that because of this payment arrangement, the suggestion and 
advice given will not be influenced by an interest in a profit 
arising from the retention or changing of existing contra cts. 
Corporations tend to use these services only occasionally, to 
obtain an impartial third party opinion as to the adequacy of 
the program, the cost being incurred to maintain the program, and 
as a check on their own judgement and performance in insurance 
administra tion, including their choice of brokers. This occa-
sional use of insurance consultants is in contrast to the year 
in, year out relationship with a broker or agent. 
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~men an insurance consultant is called in, the action 
is, in many cases, taken by the board of directors to satisfy 
themselves and the stockholders that the risk management func-
tion is operating on a sound basis. Sometimes the broker is 
informed of their action and is requested to help , and some-
times it is done without the knowledge of the broker. The year-
ly use of an insurance consulting firm can be likened to the 
use of an outside C.P.A. firm to audit the corporation's books 
to deter mine whether the most favorable practices and proce-
dures are being followed. 
It is well to mention, however, that many large in-
surance companies and a gents and broker s offer their services 
to the insured to check, as the consultant would do, the over all 
program of insurance. 
Chapter XIV 
DISTRIBUTING INSURANCE PR~1IUMS COST AMONG TH E CORPORATION 
DEPARTMENTS AND DIVISIONS 
As the foregoing paragraphs would indicate, part of 
the risk manager's time and effort is devoted to pursuits 
in which he represents his corporation in dealings with per-
sons and organiza tions outside his corporation. However, 
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it should also be realized that he is directly concerned with 
administrative matters that are internal within his firm. 
One of these tasks is that of equitably distributing 
the premium costs among the various depattments and divisions 
of the corporation. In many cases, he shares this responsi-
bility with the accounting or budget departments. 
When policies covered from the first dollar, and 
were purchased separately for each unit and were paid f or by 
means of a flat premium, there was little problem in deter-
mining what unit incurred what expense. But with the advent 
of blanket and comprehensive insurance coverages and the in-
creased use of retrospec t ive ratings, deductibles, and catas-
trophe provisions, something of a problem came into being in 
deciding where the basis for the premium cost should lie. 
Some corporations feel that the solution to this 
problem is to determine from the broker or carrier, informa tion 
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concerning what the " a ctua l n premium cost for each of the 
divisions would be if the. po]jcies had been purchased sepa-
rately, and allocate the actua l total oremium cost on the same 
basis. The proponents of this pract ise feel that by t his 
method, the divisions are cha rged for the actual relative 
exposure and ha zards involved, and renders unnecessary any 
subjective j udgement by finance or accounting department per-
sonnel. If a corporation self-insures. or assumes its risks, 
but wishes to follow a pla·n based on t his line of reasoning , 
it will try to obtain the ·commercia l rates for the actua l 
coverage, and cha rge the divisions with these amount s . 
Other companies feel that the divisions should be 
char ged on a pro-rata basis and use one of the following 
bases for distributing tot a l insurance cost: underwriting 
a ppraisal of loca l hazar ds; property and investment va lues; 
labor costs; s a les volume. 
Still other corporations use differerit distribu-
tion ba ses for different coverag es. Blanket fire and extended 
coverage costs may be distributed according to the insurable 
values of t he various units of t he corporation, taking into 
ac c ount dif fering premiwn rates among the units. Instead of 
insurable va lues modified by the degree of hazard involved, 
t h e base may be the various investment values involved, the 
replacement va lues, the amount of floor spa ce occupi ed , thE, 
gross revenue or the sales volume of the respective units. 
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Blanket transportation and floater coverages pre-
mium may be charged in total to the transportation or traffic 
division if the corporation ha s set up such a separate di-
vision, or may be distributed among the various operating di-
visions on the basis of annual sales, or may be allocated ac-
cording to the amount of personal proper ty at risk in each di-
vision or operating unit,or may be s pread among the units de-
pending upon their average inventories. 
Fire business interruption coverage costs genera l-
ly are allocated to the various plant locations on the basis of 
values a r rived at on the Use and Occupancy worksheets. Boiler 
business interruption premiums are generally charged according 
to the locations of the ·insured facilities. However, Use and 
Occupancy coverages are occasiona lly charged as general admin-
istrative expense or distributed in accordance with annual 
sales or earnings factored by fixed charges or, arbitrarily, 
bearing in mind the effect on the whole that a shutdown of a 
particular unit would have. 
Comprehensive public liability costs may be s~read 
in accordance with sales generated by each divi s ion or payroll 
costs incur Ed. If the corporation self-insures this risk, or 
if experience r ecords are known, such experience may affect the 
distribution method. 
Automobile liability insurance costs. may be spread 
according to the number and size of the automobiles and trucks 
at each location or may be assigned to one or two divisions 
by actual cost or may be charged to general ad~inistrative 
expense, and not distributed at all. 
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Many corporations that buy Vvorkmen' s Compensation 
insurance coverage for several units develop actual premium 
for each of the units and charge the units with the actual 
developed costs. Other s may allocate the total premium among 
the units on a nper employee" or "per dollar of payroll" ba sis. 
When this allocation procedure is followed, there arises the 
question of we:igling the distribution by the differences in 
rates due to location and employment classifications and by 
the loss experience record. When the corporation is one 
which is on retros pective rating, the total distributed may be 
r educed by the anticipated savings; there may be a re-allo-
cation of the savings at the end of the retrospective ra.t i ng 
period either on the original ba sis or on a loss experience 
basis ; or the saving may be credited to the home office 
account. 
Group insurance costs may be allocated on t he basis 
of the average cost per male a nd female employee; in accordance 
with the number of employees at each location; on the basis 
of actual claims plus the corresponding proportion of the car-
rier's r etention; or may not be allocated at all, merely 
treated as a general corporate expense. 
The cos t s for comprehensive fidelity coverage may 
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be borne by the home office, spread in direct proportion to the 
number of employees or aggregate payrolls of the va.rious units 
or s pead on the basis of actual premium, particularly if 
only selected personnel of operations are covered. 
In considering whether to weigh the various units' 
share of premium cost by loss experience, several factors are 
recognized~ · It is generally believed that each unit should 
be encouraged to be loss and cost conscious; that is, should 
be given credit for a better than usual record and charged 
with a poor loss record, but should not be charged with a 
larg e loss which was not controllable, and which would greatly 
disturb their cost figures. 
This attitude is reflected in the use of incentive 
allocations only in connection with thet¥pes of coverage 
where there is a relatively high frequency of sma ll or medium-
sized losses and where there is an opportunity for improvement 
in loss prevention and control. Such coverag es would be: 
Workmen's Compensation, group , and occasionally liability, 
(particularly product ]ability of a corporation selling a con-
sumer product). Also, corporations which would be more in-
clined to factor the insurance cost distribution by experience 
are those that have many similar units and those that assume 
their prima ry losses. 
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Chapter XV 
OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES 
Allocating insurance costs is, of course, but one of 
the risk manager's administrative duties with which he must 
concern himself after preceding decisions and activities have 
resulted in insurance contracts having been purchased through 
designated brokers and carriers. 
Perhaps a practical way to indicate the main adminis-
trative duties of the insurance manager is to list and describe 
the records that are kept as part of and as a culmination of 
these duti es. 
One of the primary records is the insurance register 
which is an outline of all insurances currently in force at any 
time. 
In most cases, a separate sheet is kept for each 
policy in either ledger or file form. Its purpose is to provide 
a convenient record of coverages for easy reference. The in-
surance record sheet provides information on the policy number, 
the property(s) insured, the type and scope of coverage, the 
carrier, the agent or broker, the effective and expiration dates, 
the amounts or limits of coverage, and co-insurance or report-
ing requirements, the premium charge and provisi ons, and the 
risks covered. Forms supplemental to the insurance record show 
all policies a pplicable to each plant location or all poli-
cies a pplying to a particular risk or peril. 
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A property or location record is also considered a 
valuable tool for the risk manager. Some of the information 
to be found on this record is: an identifying description, 
value data, information on contruction materials, and fire 
prevention and protection facilities. A separate card is kept 
for each location. The purpose of this record is to show the 
factors that determine basic premium rates, credits or penal-
ties, and the need for special loss cont rol measures. If 
there are many locations, or if the locations are at consi-
derable distances from the insurance manager's office, a pho-
tograph and ground plot are included. 
A record of losses and claims under each policy is, 
of course, necessary, and it is considered adviseable to keep 
the file of open claims separate so that they may b e followed 
closely -until terminated. A clB.im summary record for fire 
and supplemental coverage losses is shown on the following 
page. Some insurance managers feel that records shaRd also 
be kept on all uninsured losses so as to plan for future cov-
erages, to test current coverages, and to establish a basis 
for an effective safety and loss prevention program. 
From the data provided by the insurance register 
and loss record sheets, loss - ratio calculations can be made. 
To compare these figures and to check on the insurer, many 
Chart IV 
CLAIM SUMMARY RECORD 
FOR 
FIRE AND SUPPLEMENTAL COVERAGE LOSSES 
Date and Time ____________________________________________ __ 
Cause ____________________________________________________ __ 
Location __________________________________________________ _ 
Machine Number ____________________________________________ _ 
Building Damage __________________________________________ __ 
Material Damage __________________________________________ __ 
Equipment Damage __________________________________________ _ 
Fire Extinguishers ________________________________________ _ 
Sprinklers Opened ________________________________________ __ 
Other Fire Equipment ______________________________________ _ 
Direct Damage Loss ________________________________________ _ 
Salvage·-----------------------------------------------------
Time Shut Down·---------------------------------------------
Use and Occupancy Loss ____________________________________ _ 
Total Claim Amount ________________________________________ _ 
Claim Filed·-------------------------------------------------
Date Settled and Amount __________________________________ ___ 
Remarks ________________________________________________ ___ 
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insurance managers request periodic statements from the car-
riers of claims paid and of reserves set up on open claims 
under Workmen's Compensation, public liability, and group in-
surances. 
A tickle file to alert the insurance manager to dead-
lines that must be met, such as policy expirations, premium pay-
ments, and reports of values is very necessary even though 
the broker on the policy also keeps a tickle. 
The insurance manager's reminder system checks the 
~ker, and also permits the manager to plan ahead the functions 
that must be performed. A ninety day warning on policy ex-
pirations is common although a shorter period is used for re-
ports and other administrative requirements. A sample "policy 
renewal reminder" is shown on the following page. 
Other records which may be kept by the insurance 
manager are: financi a l reports on carriers, analyses of propo-
sals for self insurance or new or alternative coverages, 
division insurance accounts, data on vehicles owned by the 
corporation and by employees, memoranda files on management 
decisions and recommendations in connection with corporation 
insurance policy and administration, order and/or binder file 
on new contracts, up to date lists of insurable values, lists 
of insured and non insured hazards and perils, inspection re-
ports and recommendations, and accident and safety records. 
The routine steps that are normally taken following 
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Chart V 
POLICY RENEWAL REMI NDER 
Date 
----------~----
The following coverage will expire __________________________ _ 
Type of insurance coverage ______ ~--~~----------------------
Property or exposure insured _________ ~--------------~----
Policy No. Insuring Co. __________________ _ 
Agent ______________________________________________________ _ 
Term of Expiring Policy ____________________________________ ___ 
Premium Paid Estimated renewal premium 
----------------- ~-------
Explain ________________________ _ 
Amount of coverage--------------------------~~~------------
Deductible ________________________ ~· 
Proposal for renewal ________________________________________ __ 
Renewal placed·--------------------------------------------------
Renewal Basis. _____________________________ ~--------------------
Renewal Policy Received. _____________________________________ ___ 
Amount of Invoice·-----------------------------------------------
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the placement of the insurance contract order are as follows: 
(1) The "binder" file or card is noted, (a sample of this card 
is shown on the next page), when the order is placed and also 
posted when the binder is received, and later when the policy 
itself is received; (2) Upon recei pt, the policy is examined 
to verify that it conforms with the order, that is, the rate, 
premium, limit and term must be checked out; (3) The contract 
is analyzed to be sure that it agrees with company policy, 
(the typed sections are particularly checked, since the printed 
sections will not vary on standard policies.) In carrying out 
this task, similar policies which are considered a cceptable 
may be used as standards; (4) If there is a deviation from the 
standard form, the variation must be checked out as not reduc-
ing the coverage that was intended to be purchased; (5) The 
policy expiration record is then prepared and set up as a 
tickle; (6) The premium allocation procedure is then initiated, 
using one of the basesnentioned earlier, either by charging the 
premium invoice to a general insurance account for financi a l 
accounting purposes, and breaking down the tota l into division-
al cha rges for report purposes, or by actually charging the 
premium to several different accounts; (7) The policy is then 
filed and the premium invoice passed for payment. 
After the policy is purchased and in effect, there 
are certa in administrative responsibilities borne ~y the in-
surance manager which arise from the requirements, as stated 
in the policy, on the part of the insured. 
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Chart VI 
BINDER ORDERS 
Order Effect. Binder Policy 
Date Form Location Broker Date Rec'd. Comp. Rec'd. 
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These are: (1} Keeping the coverage at the required 
level, (2} Reporting to the insurer the values and changes in 
exposure, (3) Meeting inspection and safety standards, (4) Re-
mitting premiums and renewal notices, (5} Handling losses and 
claims in the manner agreed to by both parties in the contract. 
A duty not required by !Lability insurance contracts, 
but one which is advisable from the point of view of limiting 
liability risk and obtaining lower premium rates is that of 
securing evidence of adequate Workmen's Compensation and lia-
bility insurance coverage from contractors, suppliers, and 
others whom the corporation has engaged to perform services. 
This evidence is usua lly in the form of certificates 
of insurance describing the type of contract, the coverage li-
mits, the expiration date, the name of the ca rrier and usua lly 
stating that prior notice will be given the corporation of any 
cancellation or reduction in coverage limits. 
The certificates are usually obtained by the depart-
ments directly concerned, for example, the purchasing, traffic, 
maintenance, or construction departments, and are usua lly for-
warded to the insurance department for record purposes. In 
many corporations, the insurance manager sets minimum limits, 
and the use of equipment or services is not permitted unless 
t h ere is a current certificate on file. 
Also, the insurance manager usually is the one who 
is responsible for supplying insurance certificates of his cor-
poration's insurance to other firms when they so request. 
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In connection with existing liability and fire poli-
cies, it is also the insurance manager's responsibility to re-
view company leases and contracts, including hold-harmless and 
indemnity provisions to see that his liability policies cover 
any contractual obligations assumed, that additional fire and 
other property insurance are purchased as required by leases 
and other transactions, and thatfue subrogation rights of the 
carriers are not impaired; or are waived, if necessary. 
The administering as well as the negotiating of the 
group insurance contract and retirement programs may be another 
of the duties of the insurance manager. This function adds 
considerably to the record kee ping and usually consists of 
soliciting enrollments, distributing certificates, making changes 
in beneficiaries, helping employees fill out claims, distri-
buting checks, processing retirements, processing applications, 
setting up records, preparing accounting reports, arranging 
for payroll deductions, checking premium statements, proces-
sing and writing checks, and maintaining retirement records. 
Certainly the preparation of reports to top manage-
ment is an important part of the risk manager's job, for it 
provides an over all picture, giving management the informa-
tion from which to initiate changes in the broad insurance 
picture. These reports may be made orally throughout the 
year, with a brief written report once a year providing infor-
mation on values, hazards insured, amounts of insurance, 
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annual cost, sizeable insured losses, ha zards not insured, and 
si zeable uninsured lo.s ses. 
In contrast, the written report ma.y be lengthy, s how-
ing why premiums have changed, how coverages and procedures have 
been modified, where loss experienc e has improved, and also 
stating major management policy decisions concerning the pur-
chase of insurance or the assumption of risk. It may also 
include t ables, cha rts, and information on amount s of cover-
age, earned premiums, loss recoveries, claims paid, etc., 
for t he entire corporation and for each of the sections. The 
individua l policies may be de s cribed a nd t here may be an ex -
p lanation of the way values and exposures ar e mea sured, how 
nremi ums are developed, wha t inspec t ion provisions and loss 
control mea sur es a r e t aken, and how losses a r e adjusted. 
There may also be information about carriers and coverage ar-
r angement s and statistics on premium and loss experience. 
A summa ry, then, of the dutie s and responsibilities 
of the risk manager could be drawn up as follows: 
1. Analyzing risks and apprai sing company pr operty 
and liability exposure. 
2. Planning and recommendi ng ap~ropriate cove r a ges 
or s elf insurance. 
3. Negotiating and pl acing coverages. 
4. Admini s tering and renewing insurance contra cts. 
5. Reporting and ad j usting losses and claims, inclu-
ding overs eeing cla ims under liability and -;vorkmen' s Compensation 
insurance. 
6. Assembling and reporting information concerned 
with company insurance operations. 
7. Allocating insurance costs. 
8. Maintaining operating and experience records. 
9. Periodically reviewing and analyzing insurance 
over all policy and operations to inform and guide manage-
ment. 
10. Concerning himself with safety and loss preven-
tion and control measures. 
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11. Administering group insurance and employee benefit 
plans. 
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Chapter XVI 
RI SK MANAGEMENT REQUIRB~ENTS 
The responsibilities of the risk manager include 
the broad functions of p l anning , advising , negotiating , co-
ordinating , and researching; they require detailed desk work, 
f i eld ins pection t~ips, contact with top management and oper a-
ting personnel throughout the corporation, plus dealings with 
agent s , brokers, carriers, consultants, and others outside t h e 
corporation. 
It is apparent from this statement of responsibilities 
t hat t he risk manager should have personal chara cteristics 
and technical ba ckground and abilities t hat per mit him to 
functi on successfully in a broad r ange of situations. 
Idea l l y, he should have the following abi l ities. 
He s hould be able to delegate r a t her t han "dump" duties, giving 
members of his staff leadershi p and guidance in working out 
the problems of their jobs, rather than letting t h em strugg l e 
alone. He s hould be able to pl an effectively for both long 
and short range operations. He should be able to " sell" his 
thinking to outside people, to his superiors, to his subordi-
nates and to t hose at t he equiva l ent management l evel. He 
should see people as individua ls r a the r than as statistics. 
He should be friendly and sociable, and should have a high 
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standard of ethics. He should possess a considerable degree 
of finesse, listening to the other oerson's point of view with-
out unwisely indicating his own. 
He should be able to dea l successfully not only with 
t angible and concrete concepts, but also with intangible, t heo-
retical, and abstract ideas. He should be a "self-starter", 
an originator of new lines of thinking and should have the 
drive to carry out the thoughts in practice. He should be able 
to control his emotions, particularly those that a re cree t ed 
becau s e of his position as the "terminal!! where employees' 
problems meet management policy as administered by him in the 
employee benefit program. He should be able to understa nd the 
basic motives, aspirations, and desires of people as well as 
the technical, analytical, and quantita tive problems of nthings". 
He should be able to think through int ellectua l, 
qu~ntitative problems analytica lly, logicall y, and thoroughly, 
and also be able to overcome broad, comprehensive, and intan-
gible problems. He should be creative a s well as methodically 
thorough . He should be both practical and intuitive. 
These are, of course, goals, success in attaining 
which would qualify a man not only for a management position 
in insurance, but in most other equivalent management posi-
tions in industry and business, as well as for top management 
positions. It should also be menti oned tha t from a practical 
point of view, a deficiency in a specific area may be more than 
overcome by excellent attributes in other area s. 
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Chapter XVII 
!-!ETHODS OF OBTAINI NG TECHNICAL COMPETENCE 
The personality characteristics mentioned in the 
previous chapter can not be acquired through forma l education, 
but only by original endowment, practical experience, and self-
analysis followed by self-improvement. 
Nevertheless, if one were to meet all of these re-
qui r ements 100%, he would still not be able to carry out the 
ri sk management functi on successfully if he did not also have 
technical competence in certa in area s. 
These areas of knowledge may be listed as: (1) in-
surance principles and practices, (2) coverages, markets, and 
rate-making procedures, (3) commercia l law, including liability 
and contra ct law, (4) safety engineering and const r uction 
pr a ctices, (5) accounting principles and pra ctices, and (6) 
economic and operating problems of the particular indus try 
and company. 
There then may arise the question of how a risk man-
ager att a ins a high level of competence in thes e areas. Prac-
tical experience by working on the j ob and learning through 
doing establishes the hard core of knowledge. 
To add to this, risk manager s receive the benefits 
derived from direct conta ct with company brokers, carrier 
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representatives, and insurance counsellors; from the reports 
and relea ses of sta te ins pection and rating bureaus, carrier 
associa tions, safety, and insurance trade organizations; and 
from organi zed and informal conta cts with other corporate in- . 
surance buyers through national or loca.l buyer associations, 
local chambers of commerce and industry trade associa tion 
groups. 
Ma gaz ines and newspapers and newsletters of various 
sort s conta in information which may be very helpful to the 
fisk manager as a source of new idea s and techniques. In fact, 
probably maga zines a re the greatest origin of usable informa -
tion concerned with both the s pecific and the general aspects 
of risk management. Such publications are the New York o~ Chi-
cago J ourna l of Commerce, the Weekly Underwriter, the National 
Underwriter, the National Insur ance Buyer, the U.S. Investor, 
the Fire, Casualty, and Surety Bulletin Service, the Insurance 
Law Reports of the Commercial Clearing House, the Insurance 
Buyer's Guide, (published by Callaghan and Company), and the 
publications of the Alfred M. Best Company. 
Text books of insurance, contents of which the ri s k 
manager may absorb without a formal course of study, may be 
general or s pecia l i zed in nature. Those texts dealing with 
insurance in general provide a background of insurance prin-
ciples, and outline the usual policies, and are thus of inte-
rest to those who are newly entering the field. 
Books which are of interest to those who want de-
tailed information on s~ ecific subjects are those tha t des-
cribe the policies within certain fields such as marine in-
surance, property insurance, or suretyship , and those that 
discuss limitations of coverages, interpret ations of policy 
povisions, underwriting considerations, and rating methods. 
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Also of considerable interest are books Wioh describe in de-
t a il the various phases of insurance operat ions such as loss ad-
justment or underwriting . 
General textbooks on loss prevention are not common, 
but pamphlets applying to s pecific industries or types of 
risk are prevalent. Examples of such pamphlets are those that 
deal with fire prevention for hospitals, prevention of dus t 
explosions in manufacturing plants, and methods of handling 
radioactive materials. 
Textbooks on va rious phases of l aw are readily ob-
tainable. General business l aw textbooks provide information 
on general lega l precepts and insur ance law text books delve 
into such legal problems a s insurable interest and indemnity . 
Ther e are also legal texts which concern thems elves with such 
subjects a s products liability or the liability of bailees, in-
cluding common carriers. 
Management and administration textbooks abound. Out 
of the variety offerred, the risk manager may find helpful those 
concerned with fi~nce, organization, and personnel manag ement. 
Books on report writing, btisiness letter writing , 
and public s peaking may also be of interest to the risk 
manager. 
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In many cases, however, it is considered desirable 
to supplement these methods of learning by a program of formal 
study. 
Risk managers can find opportunity for f orma l study 
in college courses, training programs, and s pecia l seminars. 
Courses in public speaking , business law, acc ounting , math-
ematics, and economics are offerred by most schools and colleges 
and are of gener al va lue to the risk manager. A fewer number 
of institutions also have availatie courses in the various 
types of insurance: transportation, fire, liability, etc., as 
well as in the subjects of insurance r a ting , fire prevention, 
safety engineering , and real estate a ppraisal. 
Some insurance companies and trade groups have de-
veloped short training courses for buyers of corporate insur-
ance, usua lly emphasizing policy coverage, but also covering 
other related topics. 
Some s pecial institutes also have developed study 
progr ams. One of the better kno~m is the America n Institute 
of Proper ty and Liability Underwriters which sponsors exami-
nations and preparatory study groups for propert y and ca sual-
ty salesmen, who, by passing examinations in sever al areas of 
study are eligible for the Chartered Property and Casualty 
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Underwriters designation upon the completion of a stated number 
of years of experience. Although, as stated, the programs are 
aimed at insurance company personnel, they are also of consi-
derable benefit to the insurance buyer. 
Professional associations such as the American Manage-
ment Association (insurance section), and American Society of 
Insurance Managers s ponsor seminars where risk management prob-
lems are analyzed and where techniques of risk management are 
developed and taught. Since these endeavors are directed square-
ly at risk managers, they are of considerable value. 
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CONCLUSION 
The previous dapter reviews the sources of training 
for risk management. Conspicuous by their absence are what 
could be two fundamental sources, namely: (1) a textbook de-
voted specifically to the exploration and explanation of the 
science and art of risk management, and (2) a major course of 
study at colleges of business administration devoted to risk 
management. 
The lack of these two sources presents an important 
deterrent in gaining sound training in risk management. 
We find texts dealing with sales management, invest-
ment management, manufacturing management, credit management, 
personnel management, traffic management, production manage-
ment, etc., but we find no text on risk mana gement. 
Likewise, we find ma jor courses of study at univer-
sities to be in the above-mentioned fields, but we find none 
in the risk management field. 
The development of a risk management text book would 
produce a tool which a major course of study in risk management 
would employ. 
A program of study in risk management, (and the text), 
would differentiate between business risks and risks of acciden-
tal loss, s howing that the latter is the concern of the risk 
manager, and also ale~ng the student to the facts: (1) that 
business risks t hat may previously have been considered to be 
uninsurab le, may, in the course of business pr a ctice, become 
insurable, and (2) that certain risks of accidental loss may 
not be accepted by insurance carriers. 
It would point up the importance of risk management 
to the corporation and the division of responsibility of risk 
management between top management and the risk manager. 
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It would present the pros and cons of a formal writ-
ten statement of policy concerning the duties and responsi-
bilities of the risk manager. 
It would show, through an organization chart, the 
officers to whom the risk mana ger is responsible, and the per~ 
sonnel who would be working with and under the jurisdiction of 
the risk ma na ger. 
It would present procedures followed in order to 
i s olate the risks to which the corporat ion is exposed. It 
would ref er to "risk survey" charts, flow charts of op era-
tions, physical inventory of all assets, and examination of 
contractual relationships. 
It would weigh the pros and cons of self insurance 
and risk assumption, considering the possible advantages, 
(cost reduction, a more satisfactory job), against the require-
ments and disadvantages, (financial stability must be guaran-
teed through the operation of the law of large numbers, ade-
quate s pread of risk, sufficient financial resources to absorb 
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the greatest possible loss; competent facilities for loss pre-
vention a nd adjustment and necessary clerical work; a manage-
ment which is loss prevention conscious; the effect of t axes; 
the .availability of r eserve funds; the existence of substi-
tute facilities; and the loss of insurance company and broker 
services.} 
The problem of valuation of assets would be analyzed. 
The various a ppraisal methods would be di scussed. The advan-
tage of an insurance company appraisal would be brought out. 
The problem of deprecia tion would be exposed and obscoles-
cense would be considered. The advantages and disadvantages 
of exact valuat ion cf equipment and inventory would be 
weigh ed and the various methods would be presented: (book 
inventory, perpetual inventory and gross profit method). 
Methods of determining insurable value for Use and 
Occupancy insurance, liability insurance, theft insurance, 
workmen's compensation, and group health and life insurance 
would be demonstrated. 
Risk management studies would also cover the handling 
of fire and extended coverage losses, including the risk mana-
ger's duties at the time of and immedia tely following the loss, 
the use of arbitration, the necessity for a 100% accurate 
statement of proof of loss, and the alternative open to the 
insurance manager concerning the handling of partially damaged 
stock. It would also cover the steps that must be t aken to 
obtain recovery when a destroyed building must be rebuilt. 
The effect of taxes upon the excess of insurance recovery 
over book value should also be considered. The handling of 
extended coverage losses should also be included. 
It would deal with the handling of Use and Occu-
pancy losses including the availability of substitute faci-
lities, and the conditions under wrnch the loss occurred; 
namely, level production with high percentage of capacity, 
level production at low percentage of capacity, increasing 
production, and decreasing production. 
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It would also be concerned with the handling of 
fidelity, workmen's compensation and liability losses, bring-
ing out the practical approach necessary when third parties, 
(employees, customers, and the general public), are involved. 
It will include reference to the continually broadening inter-
pretation by workmen's compensation boards. 
It would also cover the desireability of keeping a 
record of uninsured losses. 
The importance of loss prevention in the over-all 
insurance picture would be brought out. The part that the 
risk manager plays in the corporation's loss prevention pro-
gram would be examined. A risk mana gement study program 
would consider ways of preventing losses, including reference 
to "human failuren as a basic concept of cause of accidents, 
and the use of industrial psychology in influencing human 
behavior. This program would also include reference to in-
ternal control and inventory control systems in the pre-
vention of fidelity losses. 
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Explanation anddescription of the use of insurance 
contract features such as "specific coverage", "blanket cove-
rage", "single-risk policy", "package policy", "retrospective 
r ating", "automatic coverage", etc., would be an important ·. 
part of this program. The use of "hand-tailored" policies 
would be reviewed. 
The factors to be considered in choosing a carr ier 
would be eva luated. These factors would be: (1) financi a l 
stability, (2) standard of service, (inspection, engineering , 
adjustment, undrwriting facilities). The value of a continu-
ing relationship with a carrier would be stressed. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of competitive bidding would be dis-
cussed. 
The use of brokers, agents, and consultants would 
be reviewed. The services which these men and firms can pro-
vide for the corporation would be listed. The factors to be 
considered in choosing a broker would be discussed. The ad-
vantage of a continuing relationship with a broker would be 
stressed, and, at the same time, the possible advantages and 
disadvantages of competition among brokers would be weighed. 
The purposes of employing the servi ces of insurance consul-
tants would be stated. 
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An intra-corporation problem is the distribut ion of 
insura.nce premium costs among its departments and divisions. 
A risk management course would describe the various allocation 
methods that could be used. 
Other administrative duties of the risk manager would 
be discussed as a part of the program. The various records 
that he must keep would be described. The steps he would take 
following the placement of the insurance contract order would 
be listed, and his responsibilities as set up by the insurance 
contract would be stated. Securing evidence of a ppropri ate 
coverage from suppliers and others who perform services for 
the corporation, supplying certificates to customers, review-
ing corporation leases and contracts from an insurance point 
of view, administering group insurance and retirement programs, 
and preparing reports for top management would be risk manager 
administrative duties contemplated in a risk management course 
of study. 
The personal and technical requirements of the risk 
manager would be analyzed so as to set up a standard to be met 
by students intending to enter this ·field. 
The above-mentioned matters have been discussed in 
this paper and could be the basis of a text and a course of 
study dealing with risk management. 
Such a course, leading to a Bachelor of Science de-
gree in Business Administration with a ma j or in Risk Nanagement 
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would be rounded out by adding exist i ng courses in insurance, 
accounting , law, and management, and would expose the student 
to all facets of knowledge necessary to provide the basis upon 
which job experience would build, to equip him with the neces-
sary tools to carry out successfully the duties of a risk mana-
ger. 
For those sutdents who are working during the day, 
the evening division of universities could offer the complete 
program leading to a degree, or offer several courses for cer-
tificate credit, or offer just the risk management course it-
self, for t hose who have experience or education in the account-
ing , law, and mana gement spheres. 
As noted in the foreword to this paper, risk manage-
ment is one of the newr phases of s pecia lization in management, 
and it may well be that udversities have not felt that t here 
is yet sufficient need for educational emphasis on this area 
of management. 
If, however, an inference can be legitimately drawn 
from the results of the survey of the National Industri a l Con-
ference Board, also refer red to in the foreword, that corpo-
rations will more and more be requiring trained personnel to 
advise and help formulate policy on risk matters and to admin-
i s ter these policies satisfactorily and efficiently after 
they have been approved and handed down by top management, 
then universities may feel that it is now in order to begin 
I 
to direct their attention to preparing and offerring a major 
program of study to students to fit them for such tasks. 
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In the past, as at the present time, Boston Univer-
sity has been among the leaders in breaking loose from the 
bonds of conventional educational thinking to provide oppor-
tunities for all interested and qualified students to gain 
cultural and technical background in previously unexplored 
realms of study. This spirit of pioneering is reflected in 
its earn] interest in making available to urban residents the 
facilities of a high-calibre university in the heart of one 
of America's gea.t cities; in its opening the doors of liberal 
and vocational educa t ion to working people through the estab-
lishment of evening courses in certificate and degree pro-
grams; and in its offerring of excellent day and evening 
courses leading to Bachelor of Science in Business Admini-
stration and Master of Business Administration degrees with 
a major in insurance. 
Therefore, if the time has now come for the ori-
gination of a course of study to provide students with the 
educ ationa l eqtipment necessary to carry out successfully the 
duties required of a corporation risk manager, the writer sug-
gests that Boston University carry on its pioneering tradition 
and place itself in the forefront among the universities of 
the country to make available such a course of study. 
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